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Report Purpose
In the Spring of 2022, the New Mexico Climate Change Task Force (CCTF, Task Force) convened the
Technical Advisory Group (TAG) to 1)
proposed in the draft climate action plans (CAPs), 2) offer concrete ideas to strengthen the actions, and
3) fill in any perceived gaps in the goals and/or implementing actions. The purpose of this assessment is
to help New Mexico achieve at statewide reduction in greenhouse gas emission of at least forty-five
percent by 2030 as compared to 2005 levels while strengthening its economy and integrating equity into
its climate planning. This report documents the process, input, and recommendations gathered from the

Climate Planning and Greenhouse Gas Emissions Reduction Efforts in
New Mexico
Executive Order 2019-003 and the Climate Change Task Force
In January 2019, Governor Michelle Lujan Grisham issued Executive Order 2019-003 on Climate Change
and Waste Prevention (EO 2019directives for agencies to incorporate climate mitigation and adaptation practices into their policies and
operations.
The CCTF is co-led by the Secretaries of the Department of Energy, Minerals and Natural Resources
agency-staff-led working groups, called Climate Action Teams (CATs), that are responsible for proposing,
ability to adapt to climate change.

Climate Action Teams and Climate Action Plan Development
The CATs are organized thematically into emission-reduction related CATs (Transportation; Clean and
Efficient Electricity and Buildings; Oil and Gas and Other Industry; and Natural and Working Lands),
resilience-focused CATs (Emergency Management, Health, and Resilience; Sustainable Infrastructure
and Planning; and Natural and Working Lands), and sector-cross-cutting CATs (State Leadership; Cultural
Heritage; and Economic Transition).
For the current planning effort, the emission-reduction-focused CATs developed a proposed suite of
Executive Order, in order to further reduce greenhouse gas emissions and achieve the specified 45%
reduction of emissions by 2030 in accordance with EO 2019-003. EMNRD then engaged the Rocky
Mountain Institute (RMI) to work with the CATs in modeling the estimated emissions reductions for
sectorwed that the draft goals and
implementing actions would get New Mexico closer to the 2030 emission reduction target but that more
actions are needed to fully meet the target. As documented in this report, the TAG is recommending
additional goals and implementing actions that may help New Mexico reach a 45% reduction in
emissions by 2030. At the beginning of 2023, the Task Force plans to release a comprehensive 20232028 Climate Action Plan, taking into account the feedback and suggestions from the TAG and other
reach the ambitious 2030 goal

and to set New Mexico on the path to net-zero emissions by 2050.
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Climate Equity Guiding Principles
T
-chair agencies
convened a climate equity working group with community advocates and environmental justice experts
from around the state. This group developed a set of climate equity principles. The CCTF is integrating
motivated recommendations are an important part of that process.
As defined by the workshop participants, climate equity affirms the fundamental right to political,
economic, and cultural self-determination of all people. The TAG specifically evaluated proposed and inprogress strategies against these principles and the CCTF will report on progress as outlined in the
principle on accountability and transparency. The equity principles are below:
Principles Regarding Processes to Develop and Implement Climate Policies
1. Engage Overly Burdened Communities
2. Respect Tribal Sovereignty and Require Collaboration and Consultation
3. Maintain Accountability and Transparency
Principles Regarding Design and Effects of Climate Policies
4.
5.
6.
7.

Incorporate Traditional Knowledge and Experience
Advance Equitable Economic Transition
Prioritize Creating and Maintaining Universal Access to Utilities
Reduce Health and Environmental Impacts

Technical Advisory Group
Purpose
To include the perspectives of a diverse constituency, the TAG membership includes representatives
from industry, environmental, government, tribal and environmental justice organizations. Over the
course of the eight meetings, the TAG reviewed, discussed, and advised on the climate goals and
implementing actions developed by the CATs. The TAG specifically vetted the proposed goals and
climate planning.
The TAG engaged in the following activities:
Reviewed the goals and implementing actions developed by the CCTF and suggested
improvements, identified gaps and omissions for CCTF to address;
Identified concrete ways to build equity into the proposed actions, including by applying the
seven equity principles described above; and
Identified those draft goals and implementing actions that have support and/or opposition, and
those that have significant questions that need to be answered by the CCTF.

The TAG did not seek consensus or take votes on goals and actions.
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Process and Schedule
The TAG met virtually every 1-3 weeks from March through April 2022, and covered the topics listed by
the dates below. At its final and in-person meeting on May 18, 2022 in Albuquerque, the TAG integrated
the conversations held throughout the process and created final recommendations.
March 2: TAG Kickoff Meeting
March 9: Electricity
March 23: Buildings
March 30: Oil and Gas Industry
April 6: Transportation and Natural and Working Lands
April 20: Carbon Pricing/Market Mechanisms
May 18: Integration Discussion and Final Recommendations
At each topic-specific meeting, following a briefing from CAT leaders or other advisors and with the
guidance of meeting facilitators, the TAG explored and reviewed the proposed climate goals and
implementing actions. TAG members shared their technical and policy input through focused TAG
discussions; the intent was not for the TAG to reach consensus on individual recommendations but
instead to collate and understand stakeholder input, in order for the Task Force to refine and deepen
those goals and implementing actions. The final report highlights recommendations that emerged from
the meetings, includes questions submitted by the TAG and documents the support or areas of
disagreement expressed by TAG members on the proposed climate goals and implementing actions.
On July 18th, 2022, the CCTF is planning to hold a virtual public meeting where participating TAG
members will provide attendees with a summary of the stakeholder process and resulting
recommendations.

Membership
The Cabinet Secretaries of NMED and EMNRD, in consultation with CCTF leadership and with the
approval of the office of Governor Lujan Grisham, selected the TAG members. The members represent
diverse backgrounds, many geographic regions of the state, differing areas of expertise, and experience
process and competing demands on their time, a number of stakeholders were constrained in their
capacity to participate in the TAG. Some organizations withdrew from the TAG after initially accepting
the invitation, some never participated, several only attended 1-2 meetings, and others withdrew
towards the end of the process. Of the 13 members who RSVPd for the final meeting, 10 members were
able to attend because several had last-minute conflicts and others shared final thoughts through email.
A list of members can be found in Appendix A.

Facilitators, Staff and Advisors
The CCTF hired facilitators to support the TAG process. The facilitators served as advocates for
discussion. The facilitation team provided for all logistics, including virtual meeting needs, scheduling,
and direct communications with the TAG.
NMED and EMNRD staff worked with the facilitators to develop focused agendas. They provided the
necessary in-house technical assistance to aid the TAG in its work to help ensure a well-informed,
technically credible, and operationally feasible set of final recommendations.
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Members of each of the emissions-reduction-focused CATs provided background briefings and technical
support for discussions of each of the major sectors. Their briefs are included in Appendix B of this
report.
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Summary Results: TAG Input on Draft Goals and Proposed Implementing Actions
The tables below, one for each sector, contain the specific feedback from the TAG on the proposed goals and associated implementing actions and summarize
feedback from the TAG over the course of its work together. These tables are used to present the information in this report because this is the format that was
used during the TAG process, and because it is the most efficient way to communicate a significant volume of information. The labeling and numbering system
provides guidance on whether the action is a goal (in bold without a decimal number) or implementing action (a goal number followed by a decimal number
sequentially indicating the numeric sequence of the implementing action).
The first three columns in the table, highlighted in gray, include both original and proposed new draft goals and proposed implementing actions. The second
three columns, highlighted in blue, include alternative and edited draft goals or proposed implementing actions. The last column, highlighted in yellow, captures
specific comments and questions captured throughout the meetings.
At the last meeting of the TAG, the ten participants used color-coded dots to indicate their degree of support and opposition to the draft goals and proposed
implementing actions (original, edited, and new). The grey opinion column refers to draft goals and proposed actions in the same-colored column to its left, and
the blue opinions column refers to the suggested edits column to its left. All active members of the TAG were given an opportunity after May 18 to provide a
final round of input.
This was not a voting or a consensus process, and participants were invited to focus their contributions to those elements for which they had significant opinions
or questions. TAG members not able to participate in the in-person meeting were invited via email to submit final comments and opinions using the same
methodology. No additional comments were received after the May 18th meeting.
The three colors indicate the following:
Green = strong support
Yellow = significant questions or concerns
Red = strong opposition
For example, Electricity Sector Goal 1 appears like so:

CODE

Proposed Goals + Implementing
Actions

EG1

Goal 1 Original: Promote development
of 11 GW of total renewables
operating by 2030 (7 GW solar, 4 GW
wind).

Opinions

CODE

Suggested Edits

EG1.A1

Alternative 1: Promote development
of 11 GW of total renewables
operating by 2030 (7 GW solar, 4 GW
wind), displacing fossil fuel energy.

Opinions

Questions, Notes
Make goal language less technical so
members of public can understand

In this case, two TAG members expressed strong support for goal 1 (EG1), and one member expressed serious concerns with the suggested edit (EG1.A1). This
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Electricity Sector
Key Areas of Support, Concern, and Opposition
There was broad support in general for efforts related to electrification and renewable energy. The TAG raised a number of important questions and comments
for the CCTF to explore and answer. The cost of electrification to low-income households raised equity concerns. Comments about electricity focused on several
areas:
The goal(s) should focus on decarbonization and zero-emissions in the sector, opening up additional options for meeting emissions reductions goals.
Implementing actions could be geared towards increasing the total gigawatts of renewable energy, and additional potential approaches such as demandreduction, nuclear power, etc
Planning and siting of larger-scale renewable projects needs to be done in collaboration with Nations, Tribes and Pueblos, impacted communities,
utilities, and other stakeholders.
An assessment of the actual and projected demand for electricity in New Mexico needs to be taken into consideration as the state sets concrete targets.
Distributed and community solar and other approaches show promise for supporting households in frontline communities.
A new goal was proposed, focusing on reducing demand for electricity through integrated efforts in buildings, transportation, etc.
Table of Detailed TAG Feedback

CODE

Proposed Goals + Implementing Opinions CODE
Actions

Suggested Edits

Opinions

Questions, Notes

Electricity Goal 1
EG1

Goal 1: Promote development of 11
GW of total renewables operating by
2030 (7 GW solar, 4 GW wind).

EG1.A1

Alternative 1: Promote
development of 11 GW of total
renewables operating by 2030 (7
GW solar, 4 GW wind), displacing
fossil fuel energy.

Make the goal language less
technical so members of the public
can understand.

EG1.A2

Alternative 2: Require utilities to
achieve 90% emissions reductions
from a 2005 baseline by 2030 and
near-zero emissions by 2035.

The goal should be about
decarbonization, with an
implementing action focused on
developing the necessary
renewables online to meet
demand.
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CODE

Proposed Goals + Implementing Opinions CODE
Actions

EG1.1

[Original] Develop and pass legislation
that establishes an energy storage
procurement target (i.e., 1 GW of longduration [>8 hour] by 2026 or other
action to drive energy storage
infrastructure to increase reliability).
Given seasonal variation in wind and
diurnal variation in solar, these longer
duration options will be necessary.
[Original] Develop a strategy to
streamline renewable energy project
permitting across jurisdictions,
potentially working with a local
government to develop a model
process that other local governments
can adopt.

EG1.2

EG1.3

[New] Expand renewable energy leases
on state trust lands.

EG1.4

[New] Fast track the Renewable
Portfolio Standard (RPS).

EG1.5

[New] Standardize permitting across
the state to make it easier to site
projects in local communities.

Suggested Edits

Opinions

Questions, Notes
The target [wattage] should be
considered further to make sure it
matches utility load/need, etc.

EG
1.2.1

Establish a means of streamlining
renewable energy project
permitting across jurisdictions.

EG
1.2.2

Develop a strategy to streamline
renewable energy and transmission
project permitting across
jurisdictions, potentially working
with a local government to develop
a model process that other local
governments can adopt.

[EG 1.2] What is renewable? Why
not zero emission? Is natural gas
with Carbon Capture Storage (CCS)
a solution? Is nuclear power a
solution?
[EG 1.2.1] Scary. Details will REALLY
matter.

what to do with codes, but
standardized permitting is helpful.
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CODE

Proposed Goals + Implementing Opinions CODE
Actions

EG1.6

[New] Explore participation in a
regional transmission organization by
NM utilities, through legislation or
study.
[EG1.7 New] Generate electricity from
additional sources (e.g. natural gasderived hydrogen and CCS).
[EG1.8 New] Establish a geothermal
strategy to renewal portfolio mix.
[EG2.14] [New] Develop programs to
generate energy from municipal waste
sites (methane from landfills).

EG1.7a
EG1.7b
EG1.7c

EG1.9

[New] Develop an agro-voltaic strategy
- integrate solar and agriculture,
coordinate with energy and grazing
leases to avoid conflicts; integrate
renewable and conservation/natural
climate solutions.

EG1.10

[New] Include incentives for grant
seekers who use geothermal and other
renewable sources (e.g. add points for
renewable use to the evaluation of
applicants who apply for water and
wastewater funding).

EG1.11

[New] Ensure local communities
benefit from renewable development.
Benefits could include employment,
property taxes, and funding for
communities.

Suggested Edits

Opinions

Questions, Notes

[EG 1.7] Geothermal could be
interesting but we don't need fossil
fueled gas.

[EG 1.9] Encourage or incentivize
but don't require.

Electricity Goal 2
EG2

Goal 2: Enable universal clean
electricity access for all New Mexicans
by 2030.

EG2.A1

Alternative 1: Enable universal
and affordable clean electricity
access for all New Mexicans by
2030, and an opportunity to access
incentivized, customer-sited
utilities for all New Mexicans.

Make goal language more precise need to be able to use models and
metrics for evaluation.
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CODE
EG2.1

Proposed Goals + Implementing Opinions CODE
Suggested Edits
Actions
[Original] Identify households without
EG1.1.1 Identify households without
electricity access in order to develop
and fund a program or partnership to
enable universal electricity access
across NM.

EG2.2

[New] Respect communities without
access to electricity that do not want
it, and provide funding to Tribal
governments and counties with access
problems.

EG2.3

[New] Provide access to legal support
to gain access to electricity.

EG2.4

[New] Develop a microgrids program especially for rural and Tribal
communities.

EG2.5

[New] Identify and prioritize
communities with the dirtiest sources
of electricity.
[New] Target $500 million in
state/utility funding for low-income
weatherization by 2030 with a goal
to weatherize every low-income home
in the state by 2030.

EG2.6

EG2.7

[Original] Continue existing programs
(e.g. solar tax credit, now also a
rebate).

EG2.8

[Original] Work to expand access to
energy efficiency programs to buffer
rising costs of energy.

EG2.9

[New] Improve communication and
education around available resources
to support renewable energy and
energy efficiency (e.g. rebate
programs).

Opinions

Questions, Notes

consistent and reliable electricity
access in order to develop and fund
a program or partnership to enable
universal electricity access across
NM.

Fund exists - just needs more
money.

EG2.7.1 Continue and expand existing

programs (e.g. solar tax credit, now
also a rebate). Expand to include
renters.

[EG 2.7] Maybe say decrease
greenhouse gas (GHG) tax package.
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CODE

Proposed Goals + Implementing Opinions CODE
Actions

EG2.10

[New] Allocate more funding for home
renovation programs and solar tax
credits to make solar more equitable
and accessible to low-income
residents.

EG2.11

[New] Provide support to local
jurisdictions and municipalities in the
form of resources, funding, and other
support.
[New] Grow a renewable energy
workforce when electrifying homes.

EG2.12

EG2.13

Suggested Edits

[New] Develop incentives for
community-based outreach for energy
efficiency programs this can be a
model to support and pay for
community liaisons to work alongside
electric utility technicians to gather
information and input.

Opinions

Questions, Notes

[See Electricity Goal 1 proposed
new action.]

Electricity Goal 3
EG3

Goal 3: Deploy 6 GW transmission
capacity to connect new renewables
and coordinate statewide
transmission planning.

EG3.1

[Original] Establish a formal process for
identifying priority transmission
corridors and a streamlined statewide
transmission planning process.

EG3.2

[New] Make New Mexico (NM) grids
more independent to address overload
issues and support economic
diversification.

Integrate water, wildlife, and land
considerations.

What does it mean for the grid to
be "independent"? Regional
coordination is CRITICAL for
reliability and affordability, and
decarbonization.
Interconnection helps, not
independence.
Does this allow for community
solar projects? Does this allow
for energy grid autonomy?
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CODE

Proposed Goals + Implementing Opinions CODE
Actions

EG3.3

[New] Ensure robust Tribal and
community participation in any and all
infrastructure decisions.

EG3.4

[New] Coordinate efforts from NM to
seek federal funds. Utilities and
developers are already preparing grant
writers to seek funding individually.
States could identify priorities to
evaluate or support proposals.

Suggested Edits

Opinions

Questions, Notes

Electricity Goal 4
EG4

Goal 4: Incorporate distributed energy
resources (DER) integration and
distribution system updates in state
and PRC planning.

EG4.1

[Original] Work with Public Regulation
Commission (PRC) and others to
implement Grid Modernization
Roadmap recommendations (e.g.
.

EG4.2

[Original] Work in close coordination
with other sectors on energy efficiency
and transportation planning to shed
light on grid issues.

EG4.3

[New] Develop a coordinated plan for
supply chain issues (e.g. copper,
transformers, etc). Plan ahead and
procure either in advance or
collectively and strategically.

EG4.4

[New] Quickly identify available funds
through the Infrastructure and Jobs
Act and apply ASAP.

EG4.5

[New] Advance meters and other
unexciting stuff.

EG4.6

[New] Consider developing a law that
allow utilities to own CGP (up to a
certain percentage).

What does this mean?
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CODE

Proposed Goals + Implementing Opinions CODE
Actions

EG4.7

[New] Anchor to microgrids,
institutions, and key facilities
(hospitals, schools, police etc.) to allow
for access and to ensure redundancy.
[New] Emphasize equity and working
with groups as key partners ensure
representation from frontline
communities at all levels and stages of
design and rollout.
[New] Pass law requiring and/or
incentivizing utilities to invest in
microgrids.

EG4.8

EG4.9
EG4.10

Suggested Edits

Opinions

Questions, Notes

[New] Look at best practices for
implementation (e.g. shade structures
to mitigate reflective heat).

Electricity Goal 5
EG5

EG5.A1
regional electricity coordination.

EG5.1

[Original] Assess impacts of
participation in Western Energy
Imbalance Market on supply/demand
and per kWh cost.

Advocate for NM
the
various efforts across the West for
regional electricity transmission and
wholesale market coordination.

Clarify the goal (
Western regional electricity
coordination leads to greater
opportunities to decarbonize NM
electricity supply and lower
).

EG5.1.1 Partner with the PRC and utilities

participating in imbalance markets
(Public Service Company of NM
[PNM] and El Paso Electric
Company [EPE] in California
Independent System Operator 's
[Cal-ISO] Western Energy Imbalance
Market [EIM] and Southwestern
Public Service Company [SPS] in
Southwest Power Pool [SPP]
Energy Imbalance Service
market[EIS]) to assess impacts of
participation on emissions and
ratepayer costs.
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CODE

Proposed Goals + Implementing Opinions CODE
Suggested Edits
Actions
EG5.1.1 Partner with the PRC and the
utilities participating in imbalance
V2

markets (PNM and EPE in CalWEM and SPS
EIS market)
to assess the benefits, including
cost savings, of leveraging
renewable resources or avoided
curtailments.

EG5.2

[Original] Continue with regional
dialogues/regional participation

EG5.3

[New] Engage with SPP to explore
whether it is willing to create a market
for non-CA western utilities.

EG5.4

[New] Identify the regulatory
considerations and market design
principles that NM should advocate for
in wholesale markets, including dayahead markets, offered through a
regional transmission organization to
ensure that wholesale market
participation benefits can fairly and
equitably trickle down to the retail
ratepayer level.

EG5.5

[New] Explore innovative rate designs
to ensure wholesale market
participation benefits can fairly and
equitably trickle down to the retail
ratepayer level.

Opinions

Questions, Notes
[EG5.1.1 V2] Such an analysis could
be done by EMNRD or EDD rather
than PRC. Good goal, but maybe
PRC is not the right agency to
explore?
[EG5.1.1 V2] GHG accounting
standards can facilitate
development of an regional
transmission organization while
ensuring the integrity of NM's
goals. NM can help lead / facilitate
this process.

EG5.2.1 Ensure that state representatives

and NM utilities actively participate
in regional dialogues around the
Western Markets Exploratory
Group.

EG5.4.1

Identify the regulatory
considerations and market design
principles that NM would pursue in
future wholesale market constructs
(including day-ahead markets) of a
west-wide regional transmission
organization).

Electricity Goal 6
EG6

Proposed New Goal: Increase the
number or percentage of households
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CODE

Proposed Goals + Implementing Opinions CODE
Actions

Suggested Edits

Opinions

Questions, Notes

in NM with solar panels. Create a
requirement that is borne by
electricity providers and some
homeowners with subsidies to help
economically disadvantaged
households.

Electricity Goal 7
EG7

Proposed New Goal: Reduce demand
for electricity. (E.g. more efficient
heating and cooling, appliances;
enhanced mass transit; facilitated
bicycling and walking). NOTE: requires
integration with other sectors.
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Buildings Sector
Key Areas of Support, Concern, and Opposition
While there was support in general terms for the focus on buildings and building codes as a key arena for greenhouse gas emissions reductions, members added
a number of proposed new goals and implementing actions focused on existing buildings and elevating the needs of residential and multi-family buildings. In
addition, energy efficiency was emphasized and noted as particularly important from an equity perspective. Questions were raised about the balance between
stretch codes and establishing a statewide b
Table of Detailed TAG Feedback

CODE

Proposed Goals + Implementing
Actions

Opinions

CODE

Suggested Edits

Opinions

Questions, Notes

Buildings Goal 1
BG1

Goal 1: Establish legislation requiring
100% fuel switching of gas space and
water heating systems at end-of-life
by 2023

BG1.1

[Original] Establish legislation that
ensures an equitable transition of the
gas infrastructure system with steps to
begin by 2023

BG1.2

[Original] Implement training programs
so that implementers and installers are
comfortable with and knowledgeable
about the technology.

BG
1.1.1

Add: Include a partial electrification
mandate for replacement space and
water heating appliances.

BG
1.1.2

Add: Identify action(s) that will
encourage and ensure that new
buildings can support electrification of
space and water heating as well as
electric vehicles.
Suggestions:
Use demo homes to show
technology, and as teaching labs.
Make experts available for
knowledge transfer.
Inform and educate about the latest
technology.
Provide ongoing education to
architects, builders, tradespeople.
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CODE

Proposed Goals + Implementing
Actions

Opinions

CODE

Suggested Edits

Opinions

Questions, Notes

Make the programs available and
accessible to Tribal/low-middle
income communities.

BG1.3

[New] Establish mechanism and metrics
for buildings without current
infrastructure (not just fuel switching).

BG1.4

[New] Prioritize larger homes and give
smaller homes more time to transition,
for equity impacts.

Buildings Goal 2
BG2

Goal 2: Electrify 1/3 of the space and
water heating in buildings by 2030 by
providing financing and incentives.

BG2.1

[Original] Identify other funding
mechanisms, such as green banks, that
can help bridge the funding gap.

BG2.2

[Original] Implement training programs
so that implementers are comfortable
with technology and able to
recommend the technology.

BG2.3

[New] Add specific actions for buildings
without current infrastructure (e.g. no
space/water heating).

BG2.4

[New] Identify where existing programs
(state, utility, or federal) can be
expanded or refocused to meet space
and water heating electrification needs
(especially in LMI and underserved
communities). Target financing and

BG2.A1 Alternative Goal 2: Electrify 1/3 of the
space and water heating in buildings
by 2030.

Original goal 2 was edited because it
was duplicative, and financing and
incentives is an implementing action.
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CODE

Proposed Goals + Implementing
Actions

Opinions

CODE

Suggested Edits

Opinions

Questions, Notes

incentives on local, public, and
community buildings.

Buildings Goal 3
BG3

Goal 3: Establish a building
performance standard by 2023 that
drives a 33% reduction in commercial
gas consumption by 2030.

BG3.1

[Original] Implement and build on
building and trade training programs on
codes.

BG3.2

[Original] Take legislative action to
establish an authority for energy
standards for existing buildings.

BG3.3

[New] Establish a short-term loan
program for small and other businesses
that may struggle to implement
changes.

BG3.4

[New] Review existing sustainable
building incentives for residential
buildings and ensure they also apply to
commercial (e.g. all new buildings are
solar-ready, etc.).

BG3.5

[New] Establish priorities for big visible
businesses that will make an impact;
consult with commercial sectors not
represented on the TAG.

BG3.A1 Alternative Goal 3: Establish a building
performance standard by 2023 that
drives a 33% reduction in commercial
gas consumption by 2030 in existing
buildings.

Very subjective.
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CODE

Proposed Goals + Implementing
Actions

Opinions

CODE

Suggested Edits

Opinions

Questions, Notes

Buildings Goal 4
BG4

Goal 4: Develop and incentivize the
adoption of an all-electric, net-zerocarbon stretch code that is adopted by
municipalities representing 50% of
NM

BG4.A1

Alternative Goal 4: Goal 4: Develop and
incentivize the adoption of a net-zeroemissions stretch code that is adopted
by municipalities representing 50% of
NM

There is some debate about the
benefits of stretch versus standard
codes. On the one hand, flexibility
helps local communities best meet
local needs. On the other hand,
developers prefer standardized codes
Couple this with rate design elements
so it does not create an economic
burden.

BG4.1

[Original] Take legislative action to
establish an authority for energy
standards for existing buildings.

BG4.2

[Original] Create stretch code
guidelines that can be used by
put in the work to do that themselves.

BG4.3

[Original] Determine and implement
appropriate incentives.

BG4.4

[New] Establish administrative support
for training in new codes.
[New] Design programs to support
diversity of municipalities and
incentivize smaller localities to be early
adopters.

BG4.5

BG4.6

[New] Prioritize new codes to larger
homes sooner and smaller homes later
to address equity impacts. If the stretch
code includes retrofits, smaller homes
can be considered sooner.

Buildings Goal 5
BG5

Proposed New Goal: To reduce energy
demand, improve building efficiency
and ensure NM implements the most
up to date building/energy codes.
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Opinions

Proposed Goals + Implementing
Actions

BG5.1

[New] Audit existing codes, incentives,
and commissioning programs. Assess
current compliance and enforcement,
assess barriers to compliance and
enforcement before passing new laws
or implementing new requirements.

BG5.2

[New] Require by law that NM stay up
to date on international building codes.
NM recently upgraded from the 2009
international energy efficiency building
codes to the 2018 codes.

Require that remodel upgrades be to
code.

BG5.3

[New] Identify and coordinate with
existing programs that could be
leveraged to increase low-income
home efficiency upgrades,
weatherization, appliance upgrades.

Suggested edit: "improve

BG5.4

CODE

Suggested Edits

Opinions

CODE

Questions, Notes

finance authority money is supposed to
be for this, but staff don't appear to
have comprehensive knowledge of how
to distribute funds in support of this
purpose

[New] Consider establishing a building
performance or certification standard but include funding or other incentives
to support certification of specific
projects.

Buildings Goal 6
BG6

Proposed New Goal: Set appliance and
fixture efficiency standards that
exceed basic federal efficiency
standards.

BG6.1

Take legislative action requiring and
incentivizing certain appliances,
plumbing fixtures, and other products
sold for residential or commercial use
to meet energy efficiency and water
efficiency standards that exceed basic
federal efficiency standards. For
example, see CO HB 19-1231:
https://leg.colorado.gov/sites/default/f
iles/documents/2019A/bills/2019a_123
1_enr.pdf

And high-performance envelope
requirements.
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CODE

Proposed Goals + Implementing
Actions

BG6.2

Consider legislation that would provide
state-level tax incentives for new heat
pumps for electrification.

Opinions

CODE

Suggested Edits

Opinions

Questions, Notes

Buildings Goal 7
BG7

BG7.1

Proposed New Goal: Use legislation to
redesign utility rates by 2023 so that
electrification is cost-effective on a
lifecycle basis for 90% of residential
customers.
[New] CEED Block Grant program
implementation.

BG7.2

[New] All inefficient homes (or homes
below a certain threshold) will have
energy efficiency audits by a certain
year with a low-income carve out.

BG7.3

[New] Could include energy efficiency
audits. Could include heat pumps.

BG7.4

[New] Pass legislation to have PRC
consider affordability in rate design.

Low income rates.

Buildings Goal 8
BG8

Proposed New Goal: Capture
electrification opportunities in new
buildings through building codes and
standards, those requiring new
buildings to be allelectrify,
resources and support for
marginalized communities.

Buildings Goal 9
BG9

Proposed New Goal: Establish new
and enhanced utility incentives for
energy efficiency and electrification.
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Additional Original Building Goals
The CCTF developed the following Buildings goals, but did not provide implementing actions for them. The TAG did not discuss these goals at the March 23
meeting and they did not garner comments from the TAG during the post-meeting comment period.
Buildings Goal 10: Use legislation to redesign utility rates by 2023 so that electrification is cost-effective on a lifecycle basis for 90% of residential
customers.
Buildings Goal 11: Establish legislation that ensures an equitable transition of the gas infrastructure system, with steps to begin in 2023, clear
benchmarks to be achieved throughout, and a focus on avoiding spiraling costs for remaining consumers.
Buildings Goal 12: Establish requirements that reduce embodied carbon refrigerant emissions from new residential and commercial buildings by 1/3 by
2030.
Buildings Goal 13: Ensure that every electrification requirement, once enacted, is immediately and directly supported by at least one long-term
education or technical assistance program for both the supply side (contractors, manufacturers, etc.) and for consumers.
Buildings Goal 14: Adopt a state base code that requires all new buildings to be all-electric by 2030.
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Oil and Gas and Industry Sector
Key Areas of Support, Concern, and Opposition
The oil and gas discussions raised significant questions and highlighted areas of deep disagreement among members of the TAG. At the most fundamental level,
debate focused on whether to use existing and developing technology in the sector to achieve significant reductions versus focusing efforts on a rapid transition
away from fossil fuels.
Concern and opposition to draft oil and gas goals and proposed implementing actions focused on two areas: carbon capture and storage (CCS), and the proposed
hydrogen hub. In both cases, significant disagreement existed among TAG members regarding the accuracy of existing science and data, models, and technology.
With regards to hydrogen, opinions shifted based on the source and production methods to be used and became more contentious where the source fuel is
natural gas. In addition, substantial equity concerns were raised about both strategies, and discussions around both CCS and hydrogen highlight the importance
of a robust equity-informed community engagement process.
Table of Detailed TAG Feedback
Overarching comments:
The commodification of air doesn't align with Indigenous values. We are having to ask ourselves where do we fit into this global market.

Code

Proposed Goals + Implementing
Actions

Opinions

Code

Suggested Edits

Opinions

Questions, Notes

Oil and Gas Goal 1
OG1

Goal 1: Reduce the operational
intensity of methane and carbon
dioxide emissions from oil and gas
production and processing by 60%
from a 2020 baseline by 2025.

OG1.1

[Original] Implementation and
adoption of EMNRD waste and NMED
volatile organic compound (VOC) rules.

Need a program review to see how
rules are working.

OG1.2

[New] Secure resources necessary for
implementation of EMNRD waste and
NMED VOC rules with budgets for
enforcement and monitoring.

Get implementation funding.

OG
1.A1

Alternative Goal 1: Reduce the
operational intensity of methane and
carbon dioxide emissions from oil and
gas production and processing by 60%
from a 2020 baseline by 2025 and 90%
by 2030.
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Code

Proposed Goals + Implementing
Actions

OG1.3

[New] Continue to work with oil and
gas companies to experiment and
innovate for more efficiency (i.e. use
waste heat for power onsite; ongoing
improvements to efficiency for
pneumatics)
[New] Explore and support
opportunities to incorporate
renewables (e.g. high density solar,
geothermal) in operations to tie in and
sell back to the grid.
[New] Pass legislation / improve
regulatory system to enable
interconnection of production and
processing facilities with green energy.

OG1.4

OG1.5

Opinions

Code

Suggested Edits

Opinions

Questions, Notes

Also as a way of reducing emissions.

Where has it been clearly defined?
Clean energy has different definitions
by different perspectives. 1

Oil and Gas Goal 2
OG2

Goal 2: Remediate all existing
abandoned infrastructure by 2030
(half by 2025).

All infrastructure? How about evaluate
impacts and assign resources
accordingly?

OG2.1

[Original] Implement Infrastructure
Investment and Jobs Act funding in NM
over the next ten years.

Oil Conservation Division (OCD) needs
more staff to do this.

OG2.2

[Original] Increase Oil Recovery Fund
bonding amounts to ensure
remediation of newly abandoned
infrastructure begins within 12 months
of abandonment.
[New] Support training opportunities
for disadvantaged, indigenous
communities, especially during
transition.

OG2.3

1

Needs source.
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Code

Proposed Goals + Implementing
Actions

Opinions

Code

Suggested Edits

Opinions

Questions, Notes

Oil and Gas Goal 3
OG3

Goal 3: Achieve 50% reduction of
industrial/oil and gas CO2 by 2030
(based on 2018 inventory) through
carbon capture and sequestration
(CCS).

OG3.1

[Original] Apply for and use Class VI
primacy, in order to regulate CCS.

Move off oil and gas.

OG3.2

[Original] Clarify ownership of pore
space and CO2 injected for CCS. Will
likely require Oil and Gas Act updates.

Any update should be accompanied by
environmental and community
protection.

OG3.3

[New] Maintain Class II (oilfield waste)
wells while Class VI is pursued.

OG3.4

[New] Implement a broad educational
campaign on CCS to combat negative
impressions.

OG
3.A1

Alternative Goal 3: Achieve 50%
reduction of Industrial/oil and gas CO2
by 2030 (based on 2018 inventory).

separate goal related to CCS if it is
found to have benefits in some
applications and if society is
comfortable with the science.
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Code

Proposed Goals + Implementing
Actions

OG3.5

[New] Provide direction to businesses
on methods of CCS.

Opinions

Code

Suggested Edits

Opinions

Questions, Notes

Oil and Gas Goal 4
OG4

Goal 4: Create one clean hydrogen hub
in NM by 2028.

OG4.A1

Reframe Goal 4: focus on hard-todecarbonize sectors more specifically
instead of a new hydrogen hub.

The suggested reframe appearing as
OG4.A1 wanted to remove the
reference to a specific policy approach
and instead focus at a higher level on
hard-to-decarbonize sectors, opening
up the options for specific strategies.
Any hydrogen incentive must be tied
to a stringent, lifecycle GHG emissions
standard.
This seems like a "build it and they will
come" scenario. This is more of
economic development than
emissions reduction.

OG4.1

[Original] Pass and implement the
Hydrogen Hub Act to create a clean
hydrogen economy to accelerate
decarbonization of industrial fuels.

OG4.2

[New] Establish small pilot projects to
test the hydrogen concept and if it is
successful move to broader
policy/projects.

Focus on contaminated water. With the
solar shortage, it is questionable if this
is a good use of renewables.
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Code

Proposed Goals + Implementing
Actions

OG4.3

[New] Prioritize hard-to-decarbonize
sectors such as transportation.

Opinions

Code

Suggested Edits

Opinions

Questions, Notes

Oil and Gas Goal 5
OG5

Proposed New Goal: Plan for a
managed move away from oil and gas
extraction.

This recommendation was added at
the May 18 meeting and did not have
an opportunity to garner opinions from
participants.

Additional TAG comments provided via email regarding oil and gas:
you might, in fact, either hold
emissions steady or even increase them, depending on the rate/expansion of production. Earthworks did some good work on this a few years ago,
https://earthworks.org/blog/oil-and-gas-methane-pollution-intensity-is-industrys-latestdistraction/
erature/analysis providing that new fossil fuel production projects are incompatible with U.S. and global commitments
to reach net zero emissions by 20502. Previous reports echo this conclusion 3. And more recently, the U.N. Environment Programme et al
Gap report found that:
with limiting global warming to 1.5°C, and 45% more than consistent with limiting warming to 2°C. Collectively, although many governments have
pledged to lower their emissions and even set net-zero targets, they have not yet made plans to wind down production of the fossil fuels that, once
burned, generate most of those emissions 4.
Using CCS to reduce emissions 50% below 2018 levels by 2030 may very well prove financially/economically/technically imprudent and infeasible.
There is not enough integration of GHG emissions with equity and justice, whether in terms of community-based guardrails to define action re: O&G or
in terms of revenue/economic diversification support.

International Energy Agency, Net Zero by 2050: A roadmap for the global energy system at 21 (2021).
Oil Change International,
climate goals require a managed decline of fossil fuel production (2016).
4 U.N. Environment Programme, et al.,
Limits, Executive Summary at 3 (2021).
2

3

Paris Agreement
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Transportation Sector
Key Areas of Support, Concern, and Opposition
There was relative agreement around the draft goals and proposed actions for the transportation sector, with the exception of the clean hydrogen pilot refueling
transportation hub. Discussions focused on potential disproportionate impacts on low-income and rural residents when it comes to vehicle miles traveled (VMT)
and the introduction of road usage charges (RUC). Several new goals were proposed by the TAG, focused on idling, coordination and collaboration, and
community education and engagement.
Table of Detailed TAG Feedback

CODE

Proposed Goals + Implementing
Actions

Opinions

CODE

Suggested Edits

Opinions

Questions, Notes, Specific
Suggestions

Transportation Goal 1
T1

Goal 1: Achieve a 20% reduction in
fuel carbon intensity (CI) by 2030 via a
Clean Fuel Standard (CFS).

T1.1

[Original] Pass the Clean Fuel Standard
Act in the state legislature in 2023.

T1.2

[Original] Explore existing CFS
rulemaking authority within the NM Air
Quality Control Act.

T1.3

[Original] Seek funding for 6 Full-Time
Equivalent positions in a team at NMED
for rulemaking and implementation.

T1.4

[Original] Complete CFS rulemaking by
2025.

T1.5

[Original] Implement the CFS beginning
in 2026.

T1.6

[New] Include sustainable performance
measures in metropolitan planning
agency processes.

T1.7

[New] Partner with Land of
Enchantment Clean Cities Coalition and
others to educate the public about the
CFS.
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CODE

Proposed Goals + Implementing
Actions

Opinions

CODE

Suggested Edits

Opinions

Questions, Notes, Specific
Suggestions

Transportation Goal 2
T2

Goal 2: Reduce light-duty vehicle miles
(VMTs) traveled by 20% by 2030.

T2.1

[Original] Have NM Department of
Transportation (DOT) host bi-monthly
VMT meetings to update the
Transportation CAT on DOT actions in
this area and how funds are being used
to promote reductions in VMT.

T2.2

[Original] Identify and compare policies
and best practices that will support
multi-modal transit/VMT reduction.

T2.3

[Original] Seek federal infrastructure
funding for the expansion of transit and
transit electrification.

T2.4

[Original] Implement incentive
programs to increase the use of multimodal transportation in NM.

T2.5

[Original] Adopt and implement
education programs in NM to increase
multi-modal transportation use.

T2.6

[Original] Establish the electric bicycle
and electric moped rebate program
and subaccount to encourage the
purchase and use of e-bikes and
electric mopeds.

T2.7

[Original] Adopt CO-like 2019
Transportation law requiring funding
formula for multi-modal in all projects.

Is this possible for rural communities?
Great aspirational goal! Can't count on
this being achieved for reductions.
Vehicle miles are governed by urban
organization. This needs to be
integrated with densifying living.

Specifically - Free fares on public transit
to promote use

T.2.6.1

Add: Integrate with street-side
stormwater features that make walking
and riding more enjoyable. Enhance
"complete streets" ordinances.
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CODE

Proposed Goals + Implementing
Actions

T2.8

[New] Free, zero carbon transit in every
city.

T2.9

[New] Use federal infrastructure
funding to leverage multi-modal
transportation in local projects (e.g.
Complete Streets, Anaheim electric
buses).

T2.10

[New] Develop legislation to establish
state planning programs and perhaps
urban land-use reform.

T2.11

[New] Incentivize denser, city-center
development, incentivize local zoning
allowing small markets, disincentivize
big commercial developments in
outlying areas that require driving.

T2.12

[New] Subsidize/support bike, e-bike,
and e-scooter rental programs (and
prohibit cities from prohibiting them).

T2.13

[New] Implement performance
measures for metropolitan planning
organizations (MPOs) and a state
transportation plan tied to VMT
reductions, conventional/toxic
pollution reductions, and equitable
transportation.

T2.14

[New] Require MPOs to evaluate
emission impacts of any land-use or
transportation decisions and prioritize
those that reduce GHGs.

T2.15

[New] Incentivize/require counties to
focus development within cities and
cities to prioritize in-fill development
and stop sprawl.

Opinions

CODE

Suggested Edits

Opinions

Questions, Notes, Specific
Suggestions

Federal funds in the bipartisan
infrastructure package are highly
flexible and virtually all of the $3 billion
available over the next 5 years could be
spent on transit, bike, and pedestrian
improvements.

T2.10.1 Add: And/or develop NM DOT

prioritization of VMT-reducing projects
over road improvements/expansions.

No new roads for sprawl.
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CODE

Proposed Goals + Implementing
Actions

T2.16

[New] Require health impact
assessments of any proposed highway
expansion projects in the state.

T2.17

[New] Increase broadband internet
access and incentivize (1) businesses to
support work from home and (2)
service providers to go online (e.g.
telehealth) to reduce commuting.

T2.18

[New] Ensure all road projects not
considered to be highways include
protected sidewalks and bike lanes.

T2.19

[New] Target 100% of streets to have
protected bike lanes and sidewalks by
2030.

T2.20

[New] Target 0 pedestrian/bicycle
deaths by 2030.

T2.21

[New] Support policies and practices
that promote alternative modes of
transportation.

T2.22

[New] Decrease traffic lanes (road diet)
to allow space for non-car
transportation. Make it safe for these
other forms of transit.
[New] Reduce the area dedicated to
cars, increase the area dedicated to
these other modes of transit, including
parking.

T2.23

T2.24

Opinions

CODE

Suggested Edits

Opinions

Questions, Notes, Specific
Suggestions

Does this include public transport and
urban planning initiatives for affordable
housing and public transit?

[New] Utilize the Rural Opportunities
Taskforce Legislative Interim
reduction equitable.

Transportation Goal 3
T3

Goal 3: Reach 500,000 (~25%
penetration) zero-emission light-duty
vehicles on the road by 2030.
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CODE
T3.1

Proposed Goals + Implementing
Actions

Opinions

CODE

Suggested Edits

Opinions

Questions, Notes, Specific
Suggestions
These should go in statute as well, to
make them more durable.

authority in the NM Air Quality Control
Act to pass by 2023 and implement
car standards (Advanced Clean Car II).

T3.2

[Original] With State tax credit/refund
or other funding, incentivize the
purchase of new and used alternative
fuel vehicles, including electric vehicles
(EVs) (e.g. 2021 Senate Bill 21).

T3.2.1

Provide larger incentives to lower
income people and either caps or no
incentives for the affluent. Utilize a
2-tier or graduated incentive
system.
Ensure any program providing
rebates or incentives for low-income
people to purchase EVs applies to
the purchase of used EVs.

T3.3

[Original] Create mandatory state
executive branch fleet purchase
requirements or GHG emission limits
(e.g. Colorado executive order
concerning the Greening of State
Government).

T3.3.1

Expand this to electrify city and county
fleets, as well as police vehicles. EV's
speed, acceleration and low operating
costs make them ideal for police.

T3.4

[Original] Launch a voluntary, lead-byexample Clean Car Challenge to spur
governments, businesses, and other
entities to decarbonize their light-duty
fleet.

T3.5

[Original] Conduct outreach and
education programs for alternativefuel, light-duty vehicles (EVs, fuel cells).

Educate dealerships about zeroemission vehicles and find other
ways to overcome inertia.
Albuquerque has a dealership
certification program.
Nine states developed a zeroemission vehicle (ZEV) action plan for
2018-2021 focused on increasing
consumer awareness and incentives,
building out infrastructure and
vehicle dealership training, among
other initiatives:
https://www.nescaum.org/topics/ze
ro-emission-vehicles.
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CODE

Proposed Goals + Implementing
Actions

T3.6

[Original] Implement a program that
uses state or public funds to provide
rebates or other support to replace
vehicles that fail emissions testing or
are otherwise emissions intensive.
Large volumes of cars in the
Albuquerque metro area fail.

T3.7

T3.8

T3.9

Opinions

CODE

Suggested Edits

Opinions

Questions, Notes, Specific
Suggestions

an example.
[New] Review state law (NMSA section
66-4-1 et seq.) to see if restricting auto
companies from selling directly to
consumers is an impediment to shifting
to ZEVs.
[New] Examine if the Tesla dealership
on sovereign Pueblo land benefits the
tribe, and if this kind of partnership
should be replicated. A 2022 law
passed in the legislature establishes
that instead of having to pay the excise
tax to state of NM when a vehicle is
sold on Tribal land, the tax goes to the
pueblo or tribe.
trucks - particularly in rural areas.

Transportation Goal 4
T4

Goal 4: Reach 15,000 (~25%
penetration) zero-emission mediumand heavy-duty trucks and buses on
the road by 2030.

T4.A1

Suggested change: Use clean trucks as
percentage of sales as target numbers.

T4.1

[Original] Consider adopting CA
Advanced Clean Trucks (ACT) rule.

T4.1.1

Adopt CA Advanced Clean Trucks (ACT)
rule in 2022 and other clean truck
rules.

T4.2

[Original] Support federal Heavy Duty
Engine and Vehicle Standards.

I have concerns regarding technological
feasibility.
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CODE

Proposed Goals + Implementing
Actions

T4.3

Opinions

CODE

Suggested Edits

[Original] Design and execute a clean
hydrogen pilot refueling transportation
hub, in partnership with the oil and gas
industry.

T4.4.1

Before designing a clean hydrogen hub,
require a full lifecycle emissions
analysis of the GHG impact of doing so,
using updated current % fugitive
methane data.

T4.4

[Original] Conduct outreach, education
programs, and pilot projects for electric
and fuel cell (hydrogen) heavy-duty
vehicles.

T4.5.1

Facilitate funding schools to convert
school bus fleets.

T4.5

[Original] Lead by example with
government and non-government fleet
targets.

T4.6

[New] Fund full fleet replacement with
EVs for all state and local medium and
heavy-duty vehicles (buses, school
buses, garbage trucks, etc.) by 2025.

T4.7

T4.8

Opinions

Questions, Notes, Specific
Suggestions
Electrification is way easier. Focus on
electrification.

Establish a best practices manual for
employers with large fleets. Coordinate
with federal government
conversion. The Biden administration
is improving vehicle efficiency for the
US Postal Service fleet.

their fleet, use technology that
monitors usage; these can reduce fuel
consumption significantly and are often
encouraged by insurance companies.
PNM uses this technology.
[New] Conduct a cost-benefit analysis
to confirm whether construction of all
new trucking infrastructure for a
conversion to hydrogen fuel cell
vehicles is of the most benefit and least
negative impact.

Transportation Goal 5
T5

Goal 5: Reach 2,000 DC Fast Charger
(DCFC) stations statewide by 2030.

T5.A1

Alternative Goal 5: Support necessary
charging infrastructure and rate design
to support expanded EV deployment
across the state.
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CODE

Proposed Goals + Implementing
Actions

T5.1

[Original] Continue to engage with
Regional Electric Vehicle Plan for the
West (REV West) to increase EV
awareness and coordinate the
placement of EV charging station
locations.

T5.2

[Original] Develop a planning
framework to track existing and site
new alternative fuel infrastructure to
effectively deploy $38 million from
Infrastructure Investment and Jobs Act
over next 5 years, in accordance with
US DOT requirements.

T5.3

[Original] Coordinate with utilities to
use TEP resources effectively

T5.4

[Original] Require new commercial and
multifamily building codes to
incorporate EV-ready infrastructure.

T5.5

[Original] Work with utilities to
establish EV-friendly and grid-use
optimizing charging rates.

T5.6

[New] Train tradespeople to repair
charging infrastructure. Utilize
community colleges and trade schools.

T5.7

[New] Incentivize small businesses, and
target minority- and women-owned
businesses, to locate near DCFC
stations for economic development cobenefits.

Opinions

CODE

Suggested Edits

T5.
A1.1

Add Deploy 2,000 DC Fast Charger
(DCFC) stations statewide by 2030 as
an action to accompany the edited
goal.

T5.2.1

Add: Plus the $14M in utility Tucson
Electric Power (TEP) funds and $10M in
American Rescue Plan Act (ARPA)-NM
DOT funds for EV charger buildouts,
plus $10 million in special session
budget from December 2021.

Opinions

Questions, Notes, Specific
Suggestions

This doesn't go here. Should be under
electricity.

T5.4.1

Edit: Require new residential,
commercial, and multifamily building
codes to incorporate EV-ready
infrastructure; ensure equitable access
for multifamily units.

Information on EV car sharing and
mobility hubs in affordable housing:
https://www.transformca.org/landingpage/mobility-hubs-affordablehousing-pilot.

Luna Community College is beginning a
program. There is a pilot training
program in the State of California.
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CODE

Proposed Goals + Implementing
Actions

Opinions

CODE

Suggested Edits

Opinions

Questions, Notes, Specific
Suggestions

Transportation Goal 6
T6

Goal 6: Replace or complement the
gas tax with an alternative mechanism
for funding road maintenance and
construction by 2026.

T6.1

[Original] Continue participation and
membership in Road Usage Charge
(RUC) West.

T6.2

[Original] Conduct a RUC study and
pilot project

T6.3

[Original] Pass legislation to replace the
gas tax with efficiency-adjusted RUC.

T6.4

[Original] Implement a RUC system.

T6.5

[New] Index gas tax to inflation and
sales.

T6.6

[New] Examine a bill drafted by
students in 2019 for a gas tax increase
with a rebate under a certain income
level. Receiving low-income rebates
plus a reduced driving rebate would be
a double benefit.

T6.3.1

Pass legislation to replace the gas tax
with efficiency-adjusted RUC by 2030
(and not before); ensure legislation
addresses needs of low income and
rural communities.

T6.3.2

Rather than an RUC system, have a
distributed monthly payment
registration fee as a basis for everyone.

T6.3.3

Disincentivize large personal trucks
through RUCs, they cause more
damage to roads and produce more
GHGs.

RUCs would need to have exceptions
for rural and LMI residents, including
tribes. Rural residents need to drive
more and would be unfairly
overburdened.
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CODE

Proposed Goals + Implementing
Actions

T6.7

[New] Fund road maintenance with a
progressive increase in the income tax.

Opinions

CODE

Suggested Edits

Opinions

Questions, Notes, Specific
Suggestions
Dispense with the concept of user-pays
for road maintenance. All consumers
rely on goods and service transported
by road regardless of whether they
themselves drive. Higher earners
consume more and thus should pay
more for road maintenance.

Transportation Goal 7
T7

T7.1
T7.2

Proposed New Goal: Reduce emissions
from gas and diesel medium- and
heavy-duty trucks and buses on the
road (idling).
[New] Implement educational
programs and incentives about idling
targeted at commercial vehicle users.
[New] Support existing anti-idling
policies.

https://grcc.us/clean-cities-coalitionbrings-anti-idling-program-to-schools/;
https://cleancities.energy.gov/files/u/n
ews_events/document/document_url/
93/2015_strategic_planning_idling_red
uction.pdf;
https://cleancities.energy.gov/files/u/n
ews_events/document/document_url/
109/2015_strategic_planning_presenta
tion_idle_reduction.pdf

Transportation Goal 8
T8

Proposed New Goal: Improve
Interagency Coordination, Integration,
and Collaboration.

T8.1

Work with local governments to embed
implementing actions in Capital
Improvement Plans to secure funding.

T8.2

Work with US Environmental
Protection Agency (EPA) Border Plan
2020 and others to address lower
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CODE

Proposed Goals + Implementing
Actions

Opinions

CODE

Suggested Edits

Opinions

Questions, Notes, Specific
Suggestions

emissions standards for vehicles from
Mexico.

T8.3

Integrate CCTF transportation goals
with NM DOT plans..

T8.4

Partner with public health departments
to achieve Goal 8.

Diesel emissions from both school
buses and trucks along highway
corridors are leading causes of
disparate air pollution and health
impacts in environmental justice
communities.

Transportation Goal 9

5

T9

Proposed New Goal: Community
Education and Engagement

T9.1

Work with local communities to map
transportation impacts to identify
helpful solutions to GHG emissions and
to collaborate in addressing public
health concerns.

T9.2

Conduct education and engagement in
Spanish and appropriate indigenous
languages.

T9.3

Give communities opportunities to
decide how funds will be used.

T9.4

Conduct education campaigns:
combating misinformation about CFS,
especially about the drivers for the cost
of fuel; about widely available lower
carbon fuels (e.g. Maverick gas
stations); and how they can be used in

https://www.cleanfuelwa.com/faqs/#:~
:text=Will%20Clean%20Fuels%20Work
%20In,running%20on%20less%20pollut
ing%20fuels.
All vehicles sold in the United States
since 2001 have been certified by the
EPA as clean fuel or flex-fuel capable
and will have no difficulty running on
less polluting fuels.5

Claim needs to be verified.
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Natural and Working Lands (NWL) Sector
Key Areas of Support, Concern, and Opposition
In general, TAG discussions for this sector were positive, and a number of important questions were raised. The overarching question is that while the NWL draft
goals and proposed actions are important on their own merit and in terms of increasing climate resiliency, some TAG members questioned their significance
when it comes to emissions reductions. Several TAG members had questions about the 30 x 30 Executive Order and its relevance to emissions reduction targets.
The potential for this sector to operationalize the equity principles was a topic of conversation as well. For example, the crucial role that indigenous land and
water management plays in this sector is missing, and Tribal lands and Tribal use of public lands should be included in basin-wide fire mitigation strategies.
Table of Detailed TAG Feedback
Overarching comments:
Indigenous land and water management is really missing from this sector.

Code

Proposed Goals + Implementing
Actions

Opinions

Code

Suggested Edits

Opinions

Questions, Notes

NWL Goal 1
N1

GOAL 1: Undertake landscape scale
wildfire reduction and mitigation
throughout high risk and high priority
areas in forests and watersheds
throughout NM.

N1.1

[Original] Conduct landscape-scale
treatment of high priority, high risk
areas of watersheds, urban interface
areas, and forests.
[Original] Mitigate fuels across
boundaries/land ownership with
utilization of biomass to support
industry.

N1.2

N1.3

Tribal lands and Tribal aboriginal use of
public lands should be included in
basin-wide fire mitigation strategies.

[New] Prioritize extremely vulnerable
lands, such as forests with high volume
of beetle-kill dead and dying.
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Code

Proposed Goals + Implementing
Actions

Opinions

Code

Suggested Edits

Opinions

Questions, Notes

NWL Goal 2
N2

Goal 2: Undertake prescribed burning
on private land.

Add: No springtime prescribed burns.

N2.1

[Original] Establish a mechanism to
provide private landowners the ability
to conduct prescribed burning on
private lands, with limited liability,
maximization in training and providing
a qualified prescribed burner network
throughout the state (From NWL Brief:
HB57, The Prescribed Burning Act).

N2.2

[Original] Provide a funding stream or
mechanism and state support,
including policy creation, adoption,
management, and permitting processes
for effective landscape scale
restoration and fuel hazard reduction
treatment.

N2.3

[Original] Quantify smoke impacts from
prescribed burning compared to
catastrophic wildfire emissions,
monitoring, and health impacts/effects.

Clarify who, how, and when this will be
done. Partner with public health
departments on this action, particularly
near environmental justice
communities.

N2.4

[New] Educate and clearly
communicate with the public to
differentiate between prescribed
burning and burning waste in barrels.

Sanctioned prescribed burns may give
the impression that the state promotes
burning waste.

N2.5

[New] Identify model zoning codes that
require clearing and safety from forest
fire. Participate in the Fire Adapted
Communities Network.

California and Washington States have
examples of zoning codes that require
clearing and safety from forest fire.

Given that federal efforts to conduct
prescribed burns, the idea of private
people doing prescribed burns seems
a non-starter.
Reference legislation that passed for
this in 2021.
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Code

Proposed Goals + Implementing
Actions

Opinions

Code

Suggested Edits

Opinions

Questions, Notes

NWL Goal 3
N3

Goal 3: Incorporate landscape-scale
restoration that supports native plant
communities, carbon storage, and
drought mitigation on natural and
working lands.

N3.1

[Original] Create reforestation policies
to supplement existing programs;
establish funding sources in order to
formulate a planting strategy which
considers future forest condition (2090)
and a prioritization of planting areas
across the landscape.

N3.2

[Original] Implement workforce
development, retention, and
recruitment with the formulation of
funding streams to include seed banks
and nurseries and monitoring of the
process from seed collection to
planting survival.

N3.3

[Original] Incorporate techniques that
support healthy soils, carbon
sequestration, and drought tolerant
healthy plant communities into mined
land reclamation.

N3.4

[Original] Manage noxious/invasive
species on grasslands to improve native
plan communities and bolster natural
resource resilience and carbon
sequestration.

N3.5

[Original] Promote watershed and soil
health using best management
practices and best available technology
in mine and industrial reclamation
plans.

This is a laudable goal on its own terms.
I'm more skeptical of the cost/benefit
impact on emissions.
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Opinions

Code

Suggested Edits

Opinions

Code

Proposed Goals + Implementing
Actions

Questions, Notes

N3.6

[Original] Start tracking desertification
in NM to identify priority areas for
ecological restoration.

N3.7

[New] Use education and marketing to
promote native, drought tolerant, and
carbon-sequestering plants.

N3.8

[New] Integrate grey water and water
catchment systems in rural and urban
areas to cool soil by shading, planting,
etc.

N3.9

[New] Support permaculture work and
climate-appropriate crops through
grants.

Include multi-use stormwater
infrastructure.

N3.10

[New] Support removal of invasive
species.

This is a problem in the Four Corners
area. In particular, focus on Russian
olive and Siberian elm - invasive and
high water use trees.

N3.11

[New] Restrict or otherwise reduce
water use by businesses such as golf
courses.

N3.12

[New] Incentivize xeriscaping.

N3.13

[New] Seek and cultivate partnerships
(e.g. NM Biomimicry Institute
rehabilitating brownfield sites with
mushrooms).

N3.14

[New] Study and identify the
balance/cost-balance breakdown
between CCS potential on the one hand
and water resilience and electricity
demands on the other.
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Code

Proposed Goals + Implementing
Actions

Opinions

Code

Suggested Edits

Opinions

Questions, Notes

NWL Goal 4
N4

Goal 4: Support implementation of
healthy soil practices and other best
practices to improve long-term
resilience on agricultural working
lands.

This is a laudable goal on its own terms.
I'm more skeptical of the cost/benefit
impact on emissions.

N4.1

[Original] Increase awareness of the 5
soil health principles in agricultural
communities statewide.

N4.1.1

Increase awareness of the 5 soil health
principles in agricultural communities
statewide: Maintain a living root;
minimize soil disturbance, limit
external inputs, maximize biodiversity,
integrate animals into land
management.

N4.2

[Original] Encourage agricultural
producers to implement practices that
enhance carbon sequestration.

N4.2.1

Encourage agricultural producers to
implement practices that enhance
carbon sequestration and work with
agricultural producers to increase buyin to new practices.

N4.3

[Original] Establish Range Stewardship
Program within NM State Land Office
(NMSLO)

N4.3.1

Establish and fund Range Stewardship
Program within NMSLO

needs to be clearly defined. There's a
difference between traditional
agriculture vs big agriculture. How can
we lump them together?

NWL Goal 5
N5

Goal 5: Identify and implement
strategies for the collection and use of
carbon sequestration and emission
data from natural and working lands
to inform improved land management
practice outcomes and to contribute
to the ability for NM landowners to
contribute to Executive Order 2021052 on Land Conservation Framework
(30x30 EO) goals and participate in
future carbon market opportunities.

I support protecting ecosystems and
biodiversity, but I have concerns about
30 x 30 contributing to offsetting
schemes.

N5.1

[Original] Catalyze development of a
gap assessment study.

There is a possibility of the NM Climate
Network providing and/or
orchestrating this
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Code

Proposed Goals + Implementing
Actions

N5.2

[Original] Develop science-based
inventory methods for understanding
how land produces and absorbs
carbon.
[Original] Implement inventory and
monitoring methods using relevant
indicators on NWLs in NM.

N5.3

Opinions

Code

Suggested Edits

Opinions

Questions, Notes

N5.4

[Original] NWLs contribute to climate
stabilization as defined in 30x30 EO.

N5.5

[New] Engage with tribes to
incorporate traditional ecological
knowledge into land management
practices.

This needs to be a goal in and of itself.

N5.6

[New] Broaden education and public
understanding of 30x30 EO goals and

Industry should also be
involved/educated.

NWL Goal 6
N6

Proposed New Goal: Promote
economic development and
regenerative/sustainable agriculture
by incentivizing a new generation of
climate-smart farmers.

N6.1

Support farm-to-table initiatives.

N6.2

Incentivize agro-voltaics for dual land
use of agriculture and renewable
energy generation.

N6.3

Leasing a mobile solar array around
NMSLO could help generate funds.

N6.4

Incorporate NM Economic
Development Department draft plan

There are examples from states
adopting agro-voltaic policies
proactively.
25-30 year leases could
accommodate dual uses.
Do not understand.
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Code

Proposed Goals + Implementing
Actions

Opinions

Code

Suggested Edits

Opinions

Questions, Notes

into this goal. Ensure business,
industry, and community input.

N6.5

Leverage various policies and programs
for multiple benefits. Coordinate with
efforts by Sustainable Economies Task
Force.

N6.6

Leverage the state procurement code
to elevate opportunities for local
entrepreneurs of color, with incentives
and goals for increased opportunities.

N6.7

Provide agricultural advice and support
to young farmers.

These community-based entrepreneurs
otherwise often cannot compete with
larger companies.
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Market Mechanisms
Key Areas of Support, Concern, and Opposition
The area with the strongest opinions for and against specific draft goals and proposed actions was focused on market mechanisms, as illustrated by the
preponderance of both red and green dots. On the one hand, some TAG members remarked that this is the only proposed set of draft goals that both has the
potential to achieve measurable reductions in greenhouse gas emissions - accompanied by monitoring and enforcement mechanisms - while raising significant
funds that could support other climate activities across the state. Other TAG members raised significant objections and questions about potential negative
economic impacts, and disproportionate negative impacts on frontline and impacted communities.
It is clear that a carbon pricing program (or cap-and-invest program ) would need to be carefully designed to benefit New Mexico, direct funds to pay for climate
mitigation and adaptation activities, and ensure that the program operationalizes the equity principles.
Table of Detailed TAG Feedback

Code

Proposed Goals + Implementing
Actions

Opinions

Code

Suggested Edits

Opinions

Questions, Notes

Market Mechanisms Goal 1
MM1

Goal 1: Adopt and implement a price
on carbon by 2026.

MM1.
A1

Adopt and implement a cap-andinvest program by 2026.

-andConcern on this one is that unless
there is a federal standard, it will
drive jobs in manufacturing out of
NM to a state or country where this
doesn't exist.
[MM1.A.1] Will the investment go
towards communities that have been
disproportionately impacted?

MM1.1 [Original] Evaluate the appropriate

carbon pricing mechanism and sectors
for NM, and ask the questions under
Notes

What are the advantages
economically and environmental?
What are the emission abatement
opportunities?
What are implementation costs and
who bears them?
Who will be a net buyer or net seller?

MM1.2 [Original] Complete carbon pricing
rulemaking by December 2024.
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Code

Proposed Goals + Implementing
Actions

Opinions

Code

Suggested Edits

Opinions

Questions, Notes

MM1.3 [Original] Implement carbon pricing
program by 2026.

MM1.4 [New] Design a cap-and-invest program

in alignment with equity principles,
include a focus on emissions reductions
geographically in communities where
inequities exist, and prioritize benefits
to frontline communities.

MM1.5 [New] Design a cap-and-invest program
so that revenue is used to advance
CCTF equity principles and just climate
policies, and directs a percentage of all
revenue for overly burdened
communities. In addition, penalties for
not meeting standards should go to a
specific equity/environment fund
instead of general revenue.

Examples of equity-aligned investments
include: electric vehicles for lowincome residents, cleaner school buses,
reforestation, just transition, etc.

MM1.6 [New] Ensure that Tribal
representatives and representatives
from other frontline and disadvantaged
communities are part of the design and
decision- making process, by
establishing a body consisting of
representatives from these
communities to decide how to spend
revenue.

MM1.7 [New] Create an independent cap-andinvest system for NM and do not join
Western Climate Initiative (WCI).

This would be expensive and would be
reinventing the wheel. This is probably
not viable unless it combines NM
efforts with regional population hubs
such as El Paso and Tucson.
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Code

Proposed Goals + Implementing
Actions

Opinions

Code

Suggested Edits

Opinions

Questions, Notes

MM1.8 Join WCI and trade with other states.

In order to ensure benefits to NM
environment and public health, this
must include co-pollutant impacts in
NM communities either within a capand-invest program or separately. It
could require that a certain percentage
of emissions be offset in-state (e.g. CA).
This approach provides a system for
tracking and accounting and brings
other benefits.

MM1.9 Join WCI for support, but remain

Some states (e.g. WA) are thoughtfully
beginning their own self-contained
program with WCI. This could be a
place to start addressing hot button
issues in the state, allowing NM to
establish its own offsets and
allowances program. It would need to
address an imbalance in a NM market,
with huge demand and small supply of
carbon credits. The state would need a
way to guarantee reduction credits,
which will be politically challenging.

independent from other states.
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Additional Recommendations from TAG
Many recommendations from TAG members applied overarchingly to the process for implementing CAPs, and were not
sector-specific. Those recommendations are captured below.

Mitigation, Resilience, and Opportunities for Integration
At numerous points, TAG members questioned the relevance of certain draft goals and proposed implementing actions
for meeting emissions reduction targets. TAG members reviewed draft goals and strategies with the lens of emissions
EO 2019-003. Concerns were raised that many proposed strategies were voluntary and not binding and enforceable, and
therefore were overly optimistic.
This also speaks to the importance of considering climate mitigation and adaptation or resiliency in an integrated
fashion, allowing the state to take advantage of potential synergies and co-benefits while maximizing efforts to support
communities already facing climate impacts. A number of draft goals and proposed actions could be considered in
conjunction with the work of the Sustainable Economy Taskforce, for example.

Public and Community Engagement
The TAG recommends that climate goals and implementing actions develop and implement a cross-cutting community
and public engagement strategy that gives New Mexico residents multiple opportunities to contribute to a collective
understanding of the climate challenges arising in multiple sectors, the potential solutions, and the implementation of
goals and actions. TAG members at various times included the following recommendations regarding public and
community engagement:
Ensure that frontline and disproportionately impacted communities are engaged in a timely and meaningful way
(see operationalizing equity principles);
Provide materials in non-technical language for lay people to understand;
Identify and work with trusted co-conveners in local communities;
Utilize public education efforts to advance equity and accessibility;
Include low-income border communities in public engagement;
Any outreach, engagement, and education need to be done in Spanish and appropriate indigenous languages;
and
Plan for adequate time for engagement to take place in meaningful ways.

Operationalizing Equity Principles
TAG members placed a high value on implementing the s
and just way
that prioritizes those bearing the largest burden of pollution and residents most impacted by GHG emissions, and
increases accountability and responsibility for the entities most responsible for GHG emissions. Processes need to be
designed with adequate time and space for this to take place in a meaningful way, and the TAG recommends that the
state continue to provide financial and other support to stakeholder participants from frontline and disproportionately
impacted communities. These processes can and should utilize resources and studies related to climate change, equity,
public health, racial disparities, and environmental justice, and look to other states working to do meaningful climate
equity work.

Tribal Engagement
The TAG recommends that the state clarify when or if, the 23 Nations, Tribes, and Pueblos in New Mexico will be
consulted and engaged in a collaborative way throughout the process of exploring, designing, and implementing climate
mitigation strategies. TAG members acknowledge that this process may look different for the Nations, Tribes, and
Pueblos. Any time there is continued or expanded activity immediately adjacent to Tribal Lands, the TAG recommends
the state agencies ensure direct engagement and possible consultation with the potentially affected Nations, Tribes, and
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Pueblos. Agency staff should strive to integrate culturally relevant practices in meetings with tribal governments,
including for example land acknowledgements.

Alternative Planning and Expanding Conversation/Bringing in Experts
Many TAG members saw the value in broadening the conversation and strategically bringing in both experts and
members of impacted communities at relevant stages throughout the process. There is also ample opportunity to
collaborate and coordinate efforts around securing funding with utilities, non-profit organizations, and other potential
partners.
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Charge
The purpose of the Technical Advisory Group (TAG) is to assess the climate goals and
implementing actions proposed by the Climate Change Task Force (CCTF) to help New Mexico
meet its 2030 emissions reduction goal while strengthening its economy and integrating equity
principles into its climate planning. The TAG will do this by reviewing the draft Climate Action
Plans proposed by the CCTF, offering concrete ideas to strengthen them, and filling in any gaps
in strategic approaches. The work of the TAG will be summarized in a final report and used to
inform the development of a final 5-year New Mexico Climate Action Plan.
To this end, the TAG will complete the following activities:
Review the goals and implementing actions developed by the CCTF; suggest improvements,
identify gaps and omissions for CCTF to address
Identify concrete ways to build equity into the proposed actions, including by applying the seven
equity principles developed by the Equity Working Group
Propose prioritization of goals and implementing actions and provide the rationale for doing so
(e.g., which actions to fast track, which need more work from an emissions/equity/economics
perspective, and which goals and/or actions should be put on the back burner)

Expected Outcomes
The TAG process will result in a final report that identifies a set of ideas for improving and strengthening
reduction goal.

Term and Timeline
The TAG will meet eight times between March and June 2022, including seven TAG meetings and one
meeting designed to inform and update the public. The final schedule is included below.

Leading with Equity
The Equity Advisory Group developed seven Climate Equity Principles during the summer of 2021 to
integrate equity priorities into climate policy actions. In the fall of 2021, the principles were reviewed by
the Cabinet Secretaries and approved by the Gove
the work of the TAG throughout this process. The Guiding Principles are below.
Principles Regarding Processes to Develop and Implement Climate Policies
a. Engage Overly Burdened Communities
b. Respect Tribal Sovereignty and Require Collaboration and Consultation
c. Maintain Accountability and Transparency
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Principles Regarding Design and Effects of Climate Policies
d.
e.
f.
g.

Incorporate Traditional Knowledge and Experience
Advance Equitable Economic Transition
Prioritize Creating and Maintaining Universal Access to Utilities
Reduce Health and Environmental Impacts

The TAG will help the State apply these principles to the goals and implementing actions, to ensure that
equity is meaningfully integrated into the St

Technical Advisory Group Meeting Format
1. Virtual Meetings. Most TAG meetings will be conducted virtually over Zoom. Meeting
information and materials will be posted on a Microsoft SharePoint site for TAG members.
Meeting materials may also be made available for members of the public.
2. In-Person Meetings: As currently designed, at least one meeting will take place in person. This
3. Transparency. The TAG will review and explore specific goals and implementing actions at
scheduled meetings. While members are welcome to informally engage each other on an
individual basis to build relationships, discuss their interests, and generate ideas, group
discussions by email are discouraged; any information meant to be shared with the group
should be sent to the facilitator for moderation.
4. Public Involvement: The public will be encouraged to stay informed and up to date on the work
of the TAG and the broader climate work of the CCTF in the following ways:
a. A public meeting will be held in May 2022 to inform community members of the work of
the TAG and upcoming opportunities for public comment and further engagement.
b. The draft report will be published online.
c. Meeting summary with discussion topics, formal PowerPoint presentations, and
attendance may be posted online.
5. Meetings will be held every 1-3 weeks from March to May 2022. The kickoff meeting on March
2 will last for 3.5 hours.

Technical Advisory Group Structure
The roles, expectations, and overall process of the TAG are described below.

Membership
The TAG members were selected by the New Mexico Environment Department (NMED) and New
Mexico Department of Energy, Minerals, and Natural Resources (EMNRD) Secretaries, in consultation
present diverse
backgrounds, many geographic regions of the state, differing areas of expertise, and experience in
A full list of members is
provided at the end of this Charter.

State of New Mexico Staff
Claudia Borchert, Climate Change Policy Coordinator for NMED, and Sandra Ely, Environmental
Protection Division Director, will lead the TAG process for the NMED. Maria Loehmann and Erin Taylor,
Bureau Chief (Energy Conservation and Management Division), and AnnaLinden Weller, Policy Advisor
(Office of the Secretary), will lead the TAG for EMNRD.
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Independent Facilitator
The TAG will be facilitated by Deb Kleinman of Lupine Collaborative/Consensus Building Institute (CBI)
who will b
of the issues under discussion.

TAG Working Groups
subgroups to meet in between meetings to take a deeper dive into discussions, or to fine-tune
recommendations. These groups will be established by the TAG and will report back on progress made
at subsequent meetings.

Roles and Expectations
Chatham House Rule/No Recording of Meetings
The TAG members will use the primary principle of the Chatham House Rule throughout the process,
which shall continue to apply after this process is complete. The Chatham House Rule applies to all
private or public, written or oral communications regarding this process, including social media. That
rule reads:
Chatham House Rule, participants are free
to use the information received, but neither the identity nor the affiliation of the speaker(s), nor
that of any other participant, may be revealed

TAG members are expected to:
Attend all meetings. If the TAG member cannot attend a particular meeting, they should notify
the facilitator with as much advanced notice as possible.
Come prepared for meetings by reading materials, reviewing agendas, and engaging with their
constituents or networks, as needed.
Maintain an open mind and seek to avoid making judgments.
Listen actively, bridge gaps in understanding, and seek resolution of differences.
Help create an environment that is safe, respectful, and constructive for participants.
Stay on track with the agenda, working on the issues at hand.
Avoid repetition and revisiting resolved issues.
Provide clear and specific ideas that are connected to well-articulated objectives.
Seek evidence-based ideas.
Regularly communicate with constituents and networks regarding issues and recommendations
being considered by the TAG and bring relevant input or concerns to meetings. Only official TAG
members will be able to participate in meetings themselves.
Meetings are not to be taped by any person or entity.

State of New Mexico staff will:
Work with the facilitator to develop focused agendas.
Provide the necessary in-house and consulting technical assistance to aid the TAG in its work to
help ensure a well-informed, technically credible, operationally feasible set of final
recommendations.
Coordinate effectively among NMED and EMNRD staff, other agencies, members of the CCTF,
and partners, as needed.
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To the extent possible, provide additional information that the TAG may request throughout the
process to advance its discussions.

Climate Action Team (CAT) Representatives will:
provide background and support for each of the major sectors included in the draft plan. All CAT
representatives will attend the kickoff meeting on March 2nd, as well as one or more subsequent
sector-specific meetings.
The following individuals will be participating on behalf of their respective CAT:
Jacqueline Waite, Electricity CAT
Alyssa Latuchie, Buildings CAT
Claudia Borchert, Transportation CAT
Sandra Ely and Adrienne Sandoval, Oil & Gas CAT
Jeremy Klass, Natural & Working Lands CAT

The CBI Facilitator will:
Structure and conduct inclusive, productive, and engaged TAG meetings.
Ensure participation ground rules are met.
Work with NMED/EMNRD staff to develop meeting agendas, prepare draft and final meeting
summaries, and generate draft written products, as needed.
Help participants resolve their differences on the issues raised.
Be accountable to the entire TAG and work in a non-partisan and impartial manner.
Provide for all logistics, including virtual meeting needs, scheduling, and direct communications
with the TAG.
Create a SharePoint site to post agendas, meeting summaries, background materials, and other
relevant documents for TAG members.
Circulate materials at least two days before TAG meetings (earlier when possible), so members
can review them with their constituents and receive input before meetings.
Prepare draft written products based on TAG discussion for TAG and NMED/EMNRD review.

Developing Recommendations and Documenting Degree of
Support
The TAG will not be asked to reach universal consensus on individual recommendations or the final
report. TAG members are encouraged to share their technical and substantive input through focused
TAG discussions. A better understanding of stakeholder perspectives will help the State to refine its
goals and implementing actions. The final report will highlight the degree to which there is broad
agreement or disagreement among TAG members as well as any additional recommendations.

Process to Identify Convergence/Divergence of Perspectives
The TAG will use the process described below to indicate its concurrence on specific proposals and
recommendations at the end of the process.
ing actions and any
other recommendations that emerge from their work, TAG members will indicate the following:
1. Strong support Member likes the draft goal/implementing action as is.
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2. Strong support with suggestions Member likes it but there is room for minor improvements.
3. Support with Reservations Member can live with it but would like to see improvements.
4. Support with Major Reservations Member has significant reservations but sees opportunity for
those reservations to be addressed by the group.
5. No Support Member does not support the goal/implementing action and does not see
opportunities to sufficiently improve it.
Facilitators will record votes. TAG members will have the opportunity to draft summaries describing
their support or opposition to those items for which they have voted 1, 4, or 5 for inclusion in the final
report.

Communicating with Media
NMED and EMNRD request that TAG members do not speak with the media regarding the TAG meetings
or provide the media with information provided at meetings until the TAG process has concluded. TAG
members may, however, identify themselves publicly as participants. Additionally, NMED and EMRND
ask that all media requests be referred to agency staff. Any official communications on behalf of the TAG
must be approved by the TAG in advance by consensus.

Resource Materials
Resources related to the work of the TAG as well as meeting agendas and summaries will be shared via a
Microsoft SharePoint site set up for that purpose.

TAG Members
Below is the list of members and their affiliations, recognizing that many members have expertise and
interests across multiple areas and sectors.
Affiliation

Member

Ancestral Lands Conservation Corps

Chas Robles

Center for Civic Policy

Josué De Luna Navarro

City of Albuquerque

Kelsey Rader

Denise Castillo
Gonzalez

Dairy Producers of New Mexico

Beverly Idsinga

Kaye Whitefoot

El Paso Electric Company

Rico Gonzales

EOG Resources, Inc.

Patrick Padilla

Interwest Energy Alliance

Rikki Seguin

Kit Carson Electric Cooperative

Erin Dayle

Land of Enchantment Clean Cities

Colin Messer

Amy Miller

Los Alamos National Laboratories - Earth
and Environmental Sciences

Dr. Bill Carey

Nathan Welch

Lucid Energy Group

Matt Eales

NAVA Education Project

Joseph Hernandez
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Navajo Nation Environmental Protection
Agency

Valinda Shirley

New Mexico Environmental Law Center

Dr. Virginia Necochea

Eric Jantz

New Mexico Farm and Livestock Bureau

Chad Smith

Tiffany Rivera

New Mexico Gas Company/Emera

Gerald Weseen

New Mexico State University Forestry
Research Center
New Mexico Sustainable Economy
Advisory Committee
Pueblo Action Alliance
Pueblo of San Ildefonso Department of
Environmental & Cultural Preservation
Pueblo of Zuni Fish and Wildlife

Dr. Owen Burney
James Povijua
Julia Bernal
Lt. Governor Raymond Martinez
Tammy Parker

Sierra Club - Rio Grande Chapter

Camilla Feibelman

Southwest Council of Governments

Priscilla Lucero

University of New Mexico Natural
Resources and Environmental Law Clinic

Gabe Pacyniak

Western Resources Advocates

Cydney Beadles

Alternates/Substitutes
If a TAG member cannot attend a meeting, he/she may be represented by one alternate member of
his/her organization or stakeholder/interest group, who will be approved in advance by the CCTF
leadership staff.
alternates are encouraged to attend TAG meetings as an observer,
along with the primary member, but must be fully briefed by the primary member on past meeting
discussions and relevant discussion items before attending any meetings as the sole
representative. When both the primary and alternate members are in attendance, the alternate is asked
not to address the TAG.
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TAG Meeting Schedule
Time
Pre-TAG
Survey +
Onboarding

Mtg#
0

Purpose:
Orient TAG members to timeline
and process, get feedback on
opportunities, challenges, and
potential conflicts
Introductions, presentation of
draft CCTF Action Plans, review
Charter and equity principles

3/2/2022

1

3/9/2022

2

3/23/2022

3

3/30/2022

4

4/6/2022

5

4/20/2022

6

TBD

7

Presentation to Public

5/18/2022

8

Integration Discussion, Final
Recommendations

By 6/30/2022

--

Final Report Submitted

Electricity
Goals + Implementing Actions
Building Goals + Implementing
Actions
Oil & Gas/ Industry,
Transportation Goals +
Implementing Actions
Transportation and Natural and
Working Lands Goals +
Implementing Actions
Market Mechanisms Goals +
Implementing Actions
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Outcomes:
Report/summary of feedback from TAG
members; meeting dates finalized

Bring TAG members up to speed on
background, context and work completed
to date; finalize and sign Charter; discuss
integration of equity principles into TAG
process
Insight and guidance on Electricity goals +
implementing actions
Insight and guidance on Building goals +
implementing actions
Insight + guidance on Transportation
goals + implementing actions
Insight and guidance on Oil & Gas,
Industry, and NWL goals + implementing
actions
Insight and guidance on Carbon
Pricing/Market Mechanisms goals +
implementing actions
Public informed about process and
product(s) of TAG, opportunities for
public comment
Recommendations on goals +
implementing actions reviewed and
finalized; gaps identified to be addressed
by CCTF; support/opposition tallied and
documented for inclusion in report

4/4/2022

Name

Affiliation

Josué De Luna Navarro
Kelsey Rader
Beverly Idsinga
Rico Gonzales

Center for Civic Policy
City of Albuquerque
Dairy Producers of New Mexico
El Paso Electric Company

Patrick Padilla

EOG Resources

Rikki Seguin

Navajo Nation Environmental Protection
Agency
Interwest Energy Alliance

Erin (Sanborn) Dayl

Kit Carson Electric Cooperative

Colin Messer

Land of Enchantment Clean Cities
Los Alamos National Laboratory - Earth and
Environmental Sciences

Valinda Shirley

Dr. Bill Carey
Matt Eales

Lucid Energy

Joseph Hernandez
Dr. Virginia Necochea
Chad Smith

NAVA Education Project
New Mexico Environmental Law Center
New Mexico Farm and Livestock Bureau

Gerald Weseen

New Mexico Gas Company/Emera

Julia Bernal

New Mexico State University Forestry
Research Center
New Mexico Sustainable Economy Advisory
Committee
Pueblo Action Alliance

Raymond Martinez

Pueblo of San Ildefonso

Tammy Parker
Camilla Feibelman
Priscilla Lucero

Pueblo of Zuni Fish and Wildlife
Sierra Club Rio Grande Chapter
Southwest Council of Governments
University of New Mexico Natural Resources
and Environmental Law Clinic

Dr. Owen Burney
James Povijua

Gabe Pacyniak

NM Climate TAG Members
Title

Email

Phone

josue@civicpolicy.com
krader@cabq.gov
dpnm3@juno.com
rico.gonzales@epelectric.com

505-250-3433
575-749-4335
575- 202-3369

Patrick_Padilla@eogresources.com

432-208-5172

Executive Director

valinda.shirley@navajo-nsn.gov

928-551-0650

Executive Director
Business and Organization
Development Manager
President

rikki@interwest.org

678-634-1945

esanborn@kitcarson.com

575-770-9604

loecleancities@newmexico.com

505-577-1303

Scientist

bcarey@lanl.gov

505-660-8894

Meales@lucid-energy.com

832-496-7513

joseph@navaeducationproject.org
vnecochea@nmelc.org
chads@nmflb.org

505-360-3292
505-989-9022
505-379-9847

Gerald.Weseen@nmgco.com

505-362-8311

oburney@nmsu.edu

503-522-1759

Chair

james@civicpolicy.com

312-307-4402

Director
Lieutenant Governor and Tribal
Environmental Director
Environmental Specialist
Executive Director
Director

Julia.f.bernal@gmail.com

505-220-0051

rmartinez@sanipueblo.org

505-455-4127

tammy.parker@ashiwi.org
camilla.feibelman@sierraclub.org
priscillalucero@swnmcog.org

575-782-2484
505-715-8388

Associate Professor of Law

pacyniak@law.unm.edu

202-460-3820

Sustainability Officer
Executive Director
Regional Vice President
Director, Regulatory & Government
Relations

Vice President, Environmental, Health,
Safety and Regulatory
Dine Energy Organizer
Executive Director
CEO
Vice President Regulatory, Strategy
and External Affairs
Associate Professor and
Superintendent
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Cydney Beadles

Western Resources Advocates

Senior Staff Attorney
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cydney.beadles@westernresources.org

505-231-7042

Electricity Sector Emission Reduction Goals
New Mexico Climate Change Task Force
Technical Advisory Group

Summary
The main overarching goals for the Electricity sector are 1) to meet the targets established by New
economy. The goals represent ways to accelerate the transition to clean electricity, while also addressing
access1 to clean electricity for all New Mexicans.
Issues
The Electricity sector is the third largest contributor to GHGs in New Mexico.
The Renewable Portfolio Standards (utility retail sales decarbonatization goals), as specified in
the Energy Transition Act, will go a long way toward decarbonizing the Electricity sector by
2030, but there is still more to do within the sector.
The Electricity sector plays a key role in enabling the decarbonization of other sectors (e.g.,
through beneficial electrification of heating and transportation).
New Mexico is seeing an all-of-the-above approach to the energy transition, which may mean
that human and capital resources are sometimes not working in sync.
For the Electricity sector transition,
Program recommends a focus
on the decarbonization goals as specified in the 2019 Energy Transition Act and working towards
those in the most reliable and cost-effective way possible.
Increasing the demand for electricity by electrifying other sectors, coupled with grid modernizing
upgrades, might impact costs of energy for consumers.
There are other benefits of the energy transition such as economic diversification.
New Mexico has an abundance of renewable resources!
Recommendations
Goal 1: Promote development of 11 GW of total renewables operating by 2030 (7 GW solar, 4
GW wind).
Possible implementing actions:
a. Develop and pass legislation that establishes an energy storage procurement target,
i.e., 1 GW of long-duration (> 8-hour) by 2026 or other action to drive energy storage
infrastructure to increase reliability. Given seasonal variation in wind and diurnal
variation in solar these longer-duration options will be necessary.
b. Develop a strategy to streamline renewable energy project permitting across
jurisdictions, potentially working with a local government to develop a model
process that other local governments can adopt.
c. Expand renewable energy leases on state trust lands.
Access can mean through a utility, through grid-tied distributed generation, and through off-grid resources where
applicable. Access also implies an element of affordability. We considered rate increases for different customer
classes (residential, commercial and industrial) and energy burden.
1
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Rationale: The increased capacity of dedicated renewable resources, coupled with high voltage
transmission can accelerate the transition (e.g., potential for 80 percent sales from renewable
resources as opposed to 50 percent by 2030).
Caveats: Enforcement of the ETA-specified RPS targets is crucial, and anything beyond the
target would be voluntary at this point. That is, utilities with surpluses that participate in
wholesale markets could sell power beyond New Mexico.
Goal 2: Enable universal clean electricity access for all New Mexicans by 2030.
Possible implementing actions:
a. Identify households without electricity access in order to develop and fund a program
or partnerships to enable universal electricity access across New Mexico.
b. Continue existing programs (e.g., Solar Tax Credit, now also a rebate).
c. Work to expand access to energy efficiency programs to buffer rising costs of energy.
Rationale: Equity.
Caveats: Off-grid resources will require significant financial investments. The total impact of
grid-tied distributed resources on customer costs is not known.
Goal 3: Deploy 6 GW transmission capacity to connect new renewables and coordinate
statewide transmission planning.
Possible implementing actions:
a. Establish a formal process for identifying priority transmission corridors and a
streamlined statewide transmission planning process.
Rationale: High voltage transmission moves energy from utility-scale renewable installations to
population centers.
Caveats: Transmission is expensive. Having the ability to export to regional markets can help
pay for this transmission (end-use customers pay). The key is meeting our own in-state needs (see
note about enforcement of RPS).
Goal 4: Incorporate distributed energy resources (DER)2 integration and distribution system
updates in state and PRC planning.
Possible implementing actions:
a. Work with PRC and others to implement Grid Modernization Roadmap
recommendations (e
b. Work in close coordination with other sectors on energy efficiency and transportation
planning to shed light on grid issues.
Rationale: Given societal demands, decreasing technology costs and current subsidies (federal
and state), DER (particularly solar generation) are expanding rapidly in certain parts of New
Mexico, and utilities need a way to integrate them onto the distribution grid without
compromising the reliability of the system as a whole. DER can also provide flexibility in bulk
2

DER include distributed generation, distributed energy storage, energy efficiency, demand response and electric
vehicles. (Source: Pacific Northwest National Laboratory/U.S. DOE Grid Modernization Project)
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power generation and investments. After 80 percent renewables on the grid, exploiting flexibility
in demand-side (customer-supplied) resources will likely be necessary.
Caveats: For reliable integration and for utilities to benefit from DER (e.g. load flexibility),
many additional mechanical and digital parts must be added to the existing grid. These are
expensive. Currently customers without DER support localized upgrades. The current benefit to
utilities of DER is minimal when it comes to meeting the ETA-specified targets (e.g., a small
reduction in the retail sales denominator/demand in some markets) and yet require significant
staff time and resources. Rate designs have not evolved to incentivize DER.
Goal 5:
coordination.
Possible implementing action:
a. Assess impacts of participation in Western Energy Imbalance Market3 on
supply/demand and per kWh cost.
b. Continue with regional dialogues/regional participation.
Rationale: Regional dialogues are occurring and New Mexico needs strong advocates for its
consumers. Western regional collaboration (e.g., a Western Regional Transmission
Organization4- RTO) can help bolster renewable resource supply and resilience, similarly to how
the Southwest Power Pool supports Xcel/SPS and many of our cooperatives which reside on the
eastern grid.
Caveats: Participation in an RTO will require transmission links and new export hubs.
Contact
For further information, contact Jacqueline Waite at 505-629-2858 or jacqueline.waite@state.nm.us.

The Energy Imbalance Market (full name,
is a real-time energy
market. For more information see: https://www.powermag.com/how-does-the-western-energy-imbalance-marketwork/. PNM has been a member since 2021.
4
A regional transmission organization (RTO) is an electric power transmission system operator that coordinates,
controls, and monitors a multi-state electric grid. The transfer of electricity between states is considered interstate
commerce, and electric grids spanning multiple states are therefore regulated by the Federal Energy Regulatory
Commission (FERC). The purpose of the RTO is to promote economic efficiency, reliability, and nondiscriminatory practices while reducing government oversight.
3
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Buildings Sector Emission Reduction Goals
New Mexico Climate Change Task Force
Technical Advisory Group

Summary
The buildings sector contributes a relatively small amount of emissions (3.5% of total) but is an important
sector for the energy transition to touch. Buildings have long life-cycles and by encouraging and
incentivizing upgrades at the end of life, we have the opportunity to avoid costly retrofits in order to
meets this goal. This is an opportunity to not just reduce emissions but increase resilience, equity,
economics, and state efforts.
Issues
Direct buildings emissions in 2020: 3.65 MMT (million metric tons)
o If no policy change by 2030: 4.19 MMT
o With the proposed policies 2030: 3.78 MMT
o To get to 45% reduction of 2005 level by 2030: 2.43 MMT
o
Within the building sector the vast majority of direct emissions come from burning natural gas for
heating (both heat and water)
Within the buildings sector, there are 2 major pathways for emissions reductions
o Building code updates
o Building electrification
At the start of the workshops, we talked a lot about building code updates, and possibly updating
the building codes on a regular schedule. But RMI ran some numbers and made it clear that
while this does have some impact on emissions reductions, it is a very small piece of the puzzle.
And instead, we must focus on building electrification.
All new buildings are electrified
0.54 MMT (31% of total)
Fuel switching of existing buildings
1.07 MMT (61% of total)
New building efficiency
0.15 MMT (8% of total)
Retrofits
Accelerates fuel switching and efficiency
Where is natural gas in buildings?
o About half in commercial properties
Commercial fuel switching tends to be more complicated and more expensive
because the systems are larger and tend to be centralized this is why there is
less of a focus on commercial fuel switching
o Half in residential 77% urban, 33% rural
3 in 5 homes in NM use natural gas
About half of those homes will need a new furnace over the next decade
In order to reach 45% emissions reductions target 2/3 of what will be replaced
needs to be a fuel switch
If there is no action taken by 2024, it is no longer feasible to meet the goal with replacements
alone. Retrofits would be required, which are vastly more expensive since equipment is not at the
end of its life.
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Recommendations
Goal 1: Establish legislation requiring 100% fuel switching of gas space and water heating systems
at end-of-life by 2023
Possible implementing actions:
a. Establish legislation that ensures an equitable transition of the gas infrastructure
system with steps to begin by 2023
b. Implement training programs so that implementers and installers are comfortable
with and knowledgeable about the technology
Rationale: When space and water heating systems reach the end of the life, people tend to buy
what is cheapest, easiest to install, and recommended by their contractor. We need legislation for
the switch to be mandatory.
Caveats: Incentives and funding for this is necessary for this to be equitable (see goal 2).
Questions for the TAG to consider:
o How can we obtain and maintain gas utility support for transition programs?
o LMI residents may need assistance paying for higher fuel costs since currently natural
gas is cheaper than electricity. How can this be facilitated in the long run?
Goal 2: Electrify 1/3 of the space and water heating in buildings by 2030 by providing financing and
incentives.
Possible implementing actions:
a. Identify where existing programs (state, utility, or federal) can be expanded or
refocused to meet space and water heating electrification needs (especially in LMI
and underserved communities)
b. Identify other funding mechanisms, such as green banks, that can help bridge the gap
of funding
c. Implement training programs so that implementers are comfortable with technology
and able to recommend the technology
Rationale: This goal is related to goal 1. In order to encourage fuel switching, there has to be a
tives can help bridge the cost gap and ensuring that
there are multiple avenues for inexpensive financing can make new and more costly technologies
more feasible. Incentives are imperative for this transition to have minimal impact on lower
income residents.
Caveats: Incentives need to be easily attainable and readily available, ideally at the register.
Funding for these incentives needs to be ample. Financing options will need to be competitive at
low/no interest and available to those with lower FICO scores.
Questions for the TAG to consider:
o Can and should these types of goals be included in the rule making for the Community
Energy Efficiency Block Grant Bill? How can we best do that?
o How can we leverage the Bipartisan Infrastructure Bill for this effort?
Goal 3: Establish a building performance standard by 2023 that drives a 33% reduction in
commercial gas consumption by 2030.
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Possible implementing actions:
a. Implement and building on building and trade training programs on codes
b. Legislative action to establish authority for energy standards for existing buildings
Rationale: Commercial properties account for about half of the consumption of natural gas
within the building sector. While fuel switching in the commercial part of the sector tends to be
more complicated and expensive than the residential side, it is important that we find a way to do
this so we can impact these emissions.
Caveats: Since commercial properties vary greatly, we need to take that into account with the
building standard that is created. There may be a need for different standards for different
industries and this could balloon.
Questions for the TAG to consider:
o Commercial gas use can vary greatly between different industries. How can we craft
policy to target certain industries to have the greatest impact?
Goal 4: Develop and incentivize the adoption of an all-electric, net-zero-carbon stretch code that is
Possible implementing actions:
a. Legislative action to establish authority for energy standards for existing buildings
b. Create stretch code guidelines that can be used by municipalities
need to put in the work to do that themselves
c. Determine and implement appropriate incentive
Rationale: New building must keep up with the standards. This can help with reducing new
infrastruct
RLD
argued against regular code updates because of the administrative lift, along with the cost that
comes to the industry. This was the alternative that was agreed upon.
Caveats: Equity needs to be strongly considered here.
Questions for the TAG to consider:
o What kind of incentive? How can the state do this?
o Do stretch codes have the potential of increasing home costs in any given area? How can
this be done and not impact the ability of LMI residents to buy homes?
o How to implement training for builders in these areas? Can be especially complicated in
rural areas.
o Is it easier and more effective to update building codes on a regular basis? If this is
better/easier, how do we mitigate costs to industry?
Other goals that were discussed, but did not receive the same attention:
5. Use legislation to redesign utility rates by 2023 so that electrification is cost-effective on a
lifecycle basis for 90% of residential customers
6. Establish legislation that ensures an equitable transition of the gas infrastructure system, with
steps to begin in 2023, clear benchmarks to be achieved throughout, and a focus on avoiding
spiraling costs for remaining consumers
7. Establish requirements that reduce embodied carbon refrigerant emissions from new residential
and commercial buildings by 1/3 by 2030
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8. Ensure that every electrification requirement, once enacted, is immediately and directly supported
by at least one long-term education or technical assistance program for both the supply side
(contractors, manufacturers, etc.) and for consumers
9. Adopt a state base code that requires all new buildings to be all-electric by 2030
Contact
For further information, contact Alyssa Latuchie at 505-412-0766 or alyssa.latuchie@state.nm.us.
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Industrial and Oil & Gas Sector Emission Reduction Goals
New Mexico Climate Change Task Force
Technical Advisory Group

Summary
The main overarching goals for the Industrial and Oil and Gas Sector is to reduce emissions in the Oil and
Gas Sector because this is the largest source of greenhouse gas emissions in New Mexico. Three of the
goals represent ways to dramatically reduce emissions in this sector and one proposes to reduce
emissions in hard to decarbonize industries using hydrogen.
Issues
The Oil and Gas Sector represents the largest source of greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions in New
Mexico and 53% of state emissions.
The major greenhouse gas emissions in this sector are carbon dioxide from combustion and
methane from venting, flaring, and leaking equipment.
Two recent rulemakings will greatly reduce methane emissions from oil and gas production and
processing. The Oil Conservation Commission adopted Energy, Mineral, and Natural Resources
Department (EMNRD) rules in 2021 to prevent energy waste and requires 98% gas capture by
2026. The Environmental Improvement Board is expected to adopt the New Mexico
(NMED) Ozone Precursor rules in April 2022, which are expected to
achieve a 50% reduction in methane emissions by minimizing equipment leaks.
Reducing energy waste and air pollution in this industry will improve public health by reducing
ambient ozone concentrations and is anticipated to increase royalty collections by the state.
Newly proposed federal rules to reduce pollution at new and existing oil and gas sources may
also provide additional methane emission reductions.
New Mexico state agencies, Sandia National Laboratories, and Los Alamos National Lab entered
into a Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) to facilitate the development of sound science,
advance technologies and inform policy to enable a path for zero carbon hydrogen.
Governor Michelle Lujan Grisham entered into a MOU with the Governors of Colorado, Utah
and Wyoming to establish a framework for developing a regional clean hydrogen hub as
contemplated by the 2021 Infrastructure Investment and Jobs Act.
Governor Michelle Lujan Grisham issued an executive order to establish clean hydrogen
development for New Mexico.

Recommendations
Goal 1: Reduce the operational intensity of methane and carbon dioxide emissions from oil & gas
production and processing by 60% from a 2020 baseline by 2025
Possible implementing actions:
a. Implementation and adoption of EMNRD waste and NMED VOC rules
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Rationale: The oil and gas sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state. Innovate rules for
reducing this type of pollution and waste will not only reduce emissions in state but serve as a model for
emission reductions in this sector in other jurisdictions. While methane is an extremely potent
greenhouse gas, it is short-lived in the atmosphere compared to carbon dioxide. Reducing the
atmospheric methane concentration now can slow temperature rise through mid-century.
Caveats: Measuring the reduction in operational intensity will be difficult since oil and gas
greenhouse gas emissions inventories have historically been inaccurate, and the state has not
yet established a 2020 GHG baseline.
Recommended Resources:
OCD Rules: https://www.emnrd.nm.gov/ocd/ocd-outreach-and-public-engagement/
NMED Rules (EIB 21-27): https://www.env.nm.gov/opf/docketed-matters/
Questions for the TAG to consider:
1. What additional innovate ways can the state employ to achieve additional methane
emission reductions in the oil and gas industry?
2.
emissions. What suggesting do you have for reducing carbon dioxide emissions in
this sector?
Goal 2: Remediate all existing abandoned infrastructure by 2030 (half by 2025)
Possible implementing actions:
a. Implementing Infrastructure Investment and Jobs Act funding in New Mexico over
the next ten years
b. Increased Oil Rec Fund, bonding amounts to ensure remediation of newly
abandoned infrastructure begins within 12 months of abandonment
Rationale: New Mexico has approximately 1700 orphaned wells on state and private land, each
costing approximately $150,000 to plug and remediate properly. Plugging and remediating
orphaned wells sites can have immense environmental and safety benefits including protecting
groundwater and ensuring that no natural gas is escaping to the surface. As part of the federal
Infrastructure Investment and Jobs Act (Division D, Title VI, Section 40601) signed into law last
year by President Biden, the Department of the Interior (DOI) has been appropriated $4.677
billion between now and September 30, 2030 to implement a nationwide program targeting
orphaned wells and facilities on private, state, tribal, and federal mineral leases. Funding is
divided into three phases: initial grants, formula grants, and performance grants. Our eligibility
for the initial grant is $25 million which we expect to receive in June 2022. For the Formula
grant New Mexico is one of 26 states who have submitted a notice of intent to participate in
that program. Our eligibility for formula grant funding as currently projected by the DOI is an
additional $72.26 million but subject to change and final approval by DOI in response to our
application, which has not yet been submitted. There are separate funds provided to the BLM
for orphan wells on federal and tribal lands under the bill. The parameters for funding under
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the performance grant portion of the program are yet to be fully determined, but matching
funds will be required in specific instances.
Caveats: Measuring emission reductions from orphan wells is a relatively new concept with
most methods still in the development phase. Additionally, because these are recent
developments, most plugging contractors are not familiar with the methodologies and do not
have the technology to measure emissions from orphan wells.
Recommended Resources:
Fact Sheet on the Bipartisan Infrastructure Bill:
https://www.whitehouse.gov/briefing-room/statements-releases/2021/11/06/factsheet-the-bipartisan-infrastructure-deal/
IOGCC Idle and Orphan Oil and Gas Well: State and Provincial Regulatory Strategies
2021:
https://iogcc.ok.gov/sites/g/files/gmc836/f/iogcc_idle_and_orphan_wells_2021_final
_web.pdf
Questions for the TAG to consider:
1. What opportunities are there to build the workforce to allow for more plugging and
reclamation work?
2. What opportunities are there to identify previously unknown orphan infrastructure?
3. Are there opportunities to quantify emissions from orphaned wells?

Goal 3: Achieve 50% reduction of Industrial/O&G CO2 by 2030 (based on 2018 inventory) through
carbon capture and sequestration
Possible implementing actions:
a. Apply for and use Class VI primacy in order to regulate carbon capture & storage
(CCS)
b. Clarifying ownership of pore space and CO2 injected for CCS. Will likely require Oil
and Gas Act updates.
Rationale: Carbon capture and sequestration is one avenue to reduce millions of tons of CO2
emissions from power generation and industrial sources globally and in New Mexico. CCS
entails capturing carbon dioxide from an industrial activity, transporting it and then storing it
underground. In the case of carbon capture and utilization, carbon dioxide is re-used in
industrial processes rather than stored underground.
Caveats: Site location for large scale geologic storage must be carefully selected to ensure
permanent sequestration. The location must be also be well designed, operated and
appropriately monitored.
Recommended Resources:
1. Clean Air Task Force webpage: https://www.catf.us/work/carbon-capture/
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2. Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change: https://www.ipcc.ch/report/carbon-dioxidecapture-and-storage/
Questions for the TAG to consider:
1. What opportunities does New Mexico have to effectively sequester carbon dioxide?
2. What issues and challenges must be addressed in developing a regulatory framework for
effective carbon sequestration?
3. What questions and concerns to you have regarding the geologic sequestration of carbon?
Goal 4: Create one clean hydrogen hub in New Mexico by 2028
Possible implementing actions:
a. Pass and Implement the Hydrogen Hub Act to create a clean hydrogen economy to
accelerate decarbonization of industrial fuels.
Rationale: Certain industries and modes of transportation are difficult to decarbonize, such as
cement manufacturing, mining, heavy duty truck transport and aviation.
Caveats: Calculating lifecycle emissions of hydrogen production and use is important to fully
understanding emission reductions. Currently most hydrogen in produced using methane.
Producing clean and zero carbon hydrogen may take considerable investment.
Recommended Resources:
MOU between the state agencies and national labs: https://www.env.nm.gov/wpcontent/uploads/2022/01/2021-01-11_-_Zero_Carbon_Hyd-Fully-Executed.pdf
MOU between states: https://www.governor.state.nm.us/wpcontent/uploads/2022/02/FINAL-Western-Inter-States-Hydrogen-Hub-MOUV5_022322.pdf
Executive Order: https://www.governor.state.nm.us/wpcontent/uploads/2022/03/Executive-Order-2022-013.pdf
Questions for the TAG to consider:
1. What issues and challenges should the state address in developing a framework that
supports clean hydrogen production and use in New Mexico?
2. What are some innovate ways that clean hydrogen can be used to reduce greenhouse
emissions in New Mexico?
Contact
For further information, contact Elizabeth Kuehn at 505-670-9279 or Elizabeth.Kuehn@state.nm.us or
Adrienne Sandoval at 505-231-3316 or Adrienne.Sandoval@state.nm.us
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Natural and Working Lands Goals
New Mexico Climate Change Task Force
Technical Advisory Group

Natural and Working Lands Co-Chairs:
Julie Maitland, New Mexico Department of Agriculture, Division Director for Agricultural
Programs and Resources.
Lindsey Quam, New Mexico Forestry Division, Deputy Director of Forests.
The Natural and Working Lands Climate Action Team Includes:
New Mexico Department of Agriculture
New Mexico Forestry Division
New Mexico State Land Office
New Mexico Mining and Minerals Division
Summary
The main overarching goals for the Natural and Working Lands (NWL) Climate Action Team (CAT) are
to:
•Undertake landscape scale wildfire reduction and mitigation throughout high risk and high
priority areas in forests and watersheds throughout New Mexico.
•Undertake prescribed burning on private land.
•Incorporate landscape-scale restoration that supports soil health improvements, carbon storage,
and drought mitigation on natural and working lands (reforestation, burned area restoration,
rangelands, and farmlands, mine reclamation and other land disturbance related reclamation).
•Support implementation of healthy soil practices and other best practices to improve long-term
resilience on agricultural working lands
•Identify and implement strategies for the collection and use of C-sequestration and emission data
from natural and working lands to inform improved land management practice outcomes and to
contribute to the ability for NM landowners to contribute to 30x30 E.O. goals and participate in
future carbon market opportunities.

IMPLEMENTATION
GOAL: Undertake landscape scale wildfire reduction and mitigation throughout high risk
and high priority areas in forests and watersheds throughout New Mexico.
1. Landscape scale treatment of high priority, high risk areas of watersheds, urban
interface areas and forests*
Action Items:
a) Establish shared-stewardship with federal agencies, State Land Office, Department of
Game and Fish, tribal entities, counties, municipalities, non-profits, land grant
communities, non-governmental organizations and other partner organizations and
groups to implement fuel reduction and watershed restoration in high priority areas across
multijurisdictional land-ownership boundaries. This includes the interdepartmental
development of the Shared Stewardship Portal where georeferenced data and project
descriptions can be shared. This launched in late 2021.
b) Prioritize and leverage the increases in funding sources as appropriated for FY22 to
maximize treatments that integrate priority actions on natural and working lands for statewide greenhouse gas mitigation planning efforts as established in the Forest Action Plan
(FAP) updates which will also provide guidance on landscape scale efforts for state-wide
forest and watershed health treatment and restoration strategies.
c) Establish planning and funding requirements from federal and state funding sources for
land management objectives to comply with Forest Action Plan, Stewardship plans or
similar plans that validate the prioritization of projects and funding which integrate
climate mitigation and adaptation practices to bolster natural resource, forests and
grassland resilience and carbon sequestration throughout the state.
d) Develop and implement collaborative, cross-jurisdictional plans for landscape scale
treatment of high priority, high risk areas of watersheds, urban interface areas and forests.
e) Increase NMSLO capacity to evaluate and treat forested state trust lands:
Divide State Trust Lands into 2-4 forest districts with a designated
SLO forester for each.
Develop district wide forest health and climate adaptation plans.
Set targets for acres treated/year.
2. Cross boundary/land ownership mitigation of fuels with utilization of biomass to support
industry*
Action Items:
a) Evaluate project opportunities, funding, and collaboration of cross boundary landscape
scale fuel reduction efforts to reduce catastrophic wildfire in high priority areas through

b)
c)

d)
e)

f)

natural and working lands to create carbon sinks while eliminating carbon sources,
balancing near and long-term sequestration objectives.
Establish policies to provide guidance of roles and responsibilities between state and
private industry.
Set guidance paths establishing support levels for biomass utilization thresholds in terms
of treatment and identify industry areas/locales for the types of products manufactured
and the materials needed to support these businesses.
Track and monitor workforce levels, workforce development and training to improve
forest and natural resource inventory.
Gather data in support of understanding how the land and natural resource management
produce and absorb carbon, how land management methods can aid in the enhancement
of carbon sequestration and carbon balancing between sources. This will enable project
prioritization, adaptive management efforts to reduce or enhance carbon sources and
sinks and allow for carbon monitoring/inventory methodologies to be developed for
management planning.
Work with NM Industry organizations and other out of state collaboratives to bring new
or progressive ideas and technologies to industry partners and agencies, providing
opportunities for product development and biomass utilization. Tie utilization into Statewide climate impact/action plans as a mechanism for carbon offset/reduction and
sequestration.

GOAL: Undertake prescribed burning on private land.

1. Work to enact HB57, The Prescribed Burning Act, as the mechanism to provide private
landowners the ability to conduct prescribed burning on private lands, with limited
liability, training that provides a qualified prescribed burner network throughout the
state*
Action Items:
a) The NM Forestry Department is currently working on the draft rule and creating a
proficiency workbook for implementation that will provide training and
qualification, including incident qualification cards, to private landowners and prescribed
burn network organizations. NMFD is hiring a Prescribed Burning Manager that will
manage the Rx Program and lead the implementation of said program to conduct or
provide training to private landowners and authorize, develop, and maintain
qualifications for prescribe burning operators on private lands, private landowners and
organization conducting prescribed burning on private land.
b) Create and maintain a funding stream/mechanism with state support and policies for
prescribed burning on private lands.

2.

Quantification of smoke impacts from prescribed burning vs. catastrophic wildfire
emissions, monitoring, and health impacts/effects*

Action Items:
a) Smoke monitoring and reporting will be required to comply with Environment
Department smoke management requirements. Establish that all prescribed burn plans,
policies and regulations include a section for smoke management and human health
considerations for all private land prescribed burning. Planned rule will be worked on in
upcoming legislative sessions to follow HB57 implications.
GOAL: Incorporate landscape-scale restoration that supports soil health improvements,
carbon storage, and drought mitigation on natural and working lands (reforestation,
burned area restoration, rangelands, and farmlands, mine reclamation and other land
disturbance related reclamation).
1. Creation of reforestation policies to supplement existing programs; establish funding
sources in order to formulate a planting strategy which considers future forest
condition (2100) and a prioritization of planting areas across the landscape*
Action Items related to planning:
a) Currently there is a Reforestation Workgroup that involves representatives from New
Mexico Highlands University (NMHU), New Mexico State University (NMSU),
University of New Mexico (UNM), and the NM Forestry Division where these efforts are
being coordinated and developed. Proposed actions are to utilize existing science and
data combined with expert opinion for adaptive management and adequate site
preparation, ensuring seedling survival post planting. This needs to align with future
project coordination and projected climate impacts out to 2100; incorporating drought
tolerant plants throughout planting areas including reclamation areas of forests and
mines.
b) Develop GIS tool to incorporate species-specific assisted migration recommendations
based on local climate change predictions. Collect data from regional collaborators
(BLM, USDA, USFS, and State Forestry) to develop a web map that incorporates current
range maps of commonly used, drought-tolerant reclamation plant species projected over
local climate change prediction layer (similar to USGS GAP Analysis Project, which uses
habitat types and predicted animal distribution map shifts with climate change
predictions). Develop guidelines for mine operators and collaborating local agencies on
the use of a reclamation plant species range-shift web map. Use remotely sensed imagery
to monitor changing conditions at MMD reclamation sites and the surrounding
watersheds. Using a hierarchy of sensor platforms (satellite to small UAS) to track
temporal changes in small to large scale areas.
Action Items related to implementation:

a) Develop a methodology to accurately gauge planting effectiveness and survival of
seedlings which will benefit future planting effectiveness. Results could lead to the
development of better planting methods, site selection, seed source collection of
favorable genetic stock and efficient planting strategies.

2. Workforce development, retention, and recruitment with the formulation of funding
streams to include seed banks and nurseries and monitoring of the process from seed
collection to planting survival*
Action Items:
a) Develop strategies to coordinate with industry partners, forest seedling nursery centers
and federal agencies to establish a secure labor force, provide training opportunities
and create recruitment and retention methods to provide adequate staffing levels. This
will help to develop long-term strategies and planning to secure current and future seed
bank sources, greenhouse/nursery establishment and seedling
growth care and expertise to ensure a future for this industry. Partner with collaborators
to collectively build these efforts (funding) and to maintain workforce capacity and
retention.
b) Host collaborative trainings, workshops, job fairs or open houses at various sawmill and
woodwork businesses to expose potential work force personnel to opportunities and
careers within reforestation industry.

3. Manage noxious/invasive species on grasslands to improve native plant communities
and bolster natural resource resilience and carbon sequestration.
Action Items:
a) Continue to work with Cooperative Weed Management Areas (CWMAs) statewide to
manage noxious/invasive plant species in order to improve native plant communities and
increase durable carbon sequestration. CWMAs bring together federal, state, and local
land managers as well as private landowners for cross-boundary invasive species
management.
i. SLO and EMRND Forestry Division are collaborating on a long-term strategy for
the White Peak/Black Lakes area, where control of invasive thistle an important
issue, especially following thinning treatments.
ii. EMNRD Forestry Division is working on streamlining the process for selecting
private landowners for invasive treatment using federal funds, including strategy
sessions with USFS contracts and agreements staff, and contract design with
SWCDs, who are usually subrecipients of invasive plants grants on behalf of
CWMAs.
b) Encourage the establishment of native early- and mid-successional plant species within
mine and industrial reclamation plans. This includes promoting the use of pollinator

plants and monarch butterfly habitat where appropriate at specific reclamation projects
and invasive species management and control. Invasive species will be evaluated in
reclamation success criteria within mine permits.
4. Incorporate techniques that support healthy soils, carbon sequestration and drought
tolerant, healthy plant communities into mined land reclamation*
Action Items:
a) Work with mining companies and abandoned mines sites to develop reclamation
methodologies that address the impacts of climate change through improved soil and
plant community rehabilitation.
b) Improve soils standards and handling practices in mine reclamation plans through the
development of guidelines, and possibly rule changes to the New Mexico Mining Act.
c) Utilize the 5 Healthy Soils principles in abandoned mine land restoration, coal mine
reclamation, and active hard rock mine reclamation plans.
d) Ensure that recommendations from NMDGF Technical Guidance responses promote the
use of reclamation practices that enhance soil health and habitat diversity
5. Promote watershed and soil health using best management practices and best available
technology in mine and industrial reclamation plans.
Action Items:
a) Continue utilizing geomorphic reclamation and low-impact structures for erosion control
and water retention to maintain ecosystem functionality within mine and industrial
reclamation.
b) Develop Statewide Reclamation BMPs for all Major Land Areas/ or by significant
vegetation and soil types.
c) Uncouple revegetation from structural remediation: require principle responsible parties
to conduct all structural remediation, dirt work, removal of contamination, erosion
control, etc. within 90 days of closure, and then to pay into a reclamation fund an amount
commensurate with the long-term cost of revegetation, plus a bond, and then turn the
revegetation over to an independent soil and revegetation group to manage the longterm success of revegetation.
d) NMSLO establish a Reclamation and Remediation Bureau to oversee and manage all
remediation work on STLs.
6. Start tracking desertification in NM to identify priority areas for ecological restoration
Action Items:
a) The State Land Office (SLO) will work with research partners to develop tracking
methods to quantity change in vegetation species and vigor and soil conditions that
indicate rate and location of desertification.

b) Through the SLO’s efforts, research will focus on comparing changes in vegetation cover
and species composition in known "plots" with models of annual precipitation and
climate models.
c) Select priority areas to target actions of assisted plant migration and water holding
reclamation techniques.
d) Identify habitat refugium in proximity of restoration targets that support habitats and
associated organisms as seed source as climate conditions change
GOAL: Support implementation of healthy soil practices and other best practices to
improve long-term resilience on agricultural working lands.
1. Increase awareness of the 5 Soil Health Principles in agricultural communities
statewide*
Action Items:
a) Partner with NMSU—Cooperative Extension and NRCS to use the Healthy Soil Program
to fund education and outreach related to agricultural management practices that promote
the 5 Soil Health Principles.
b) Work with ranching community to promote rangeland management practices that bolster
drought resilience through soil health.
2. Encourage agricultural producers to implement practices that enhance carbon
sequestration*
Action Items:
a) The Healthy Soil Program (HSP) offers competitive grants to agricultural producers and
eligible entities (SWCDs, tribes, nations, pueblos, acequias, and land grants) to
implement soil health practices. For FY23, the state legislature appropriated $1 million
to HSP. The majority of the funds will go towards the grant program individual
producers (grants up to $22k) and Eligible Entities (grants up to $100k). Other funding
will go towards soil health research and education through NMSU.
b) Support research to identify best management practices for soil carbon sequestration in
New Mexico across various regions and agricultural production systems.
c) Encourage local, state, and national agricultural groups to adopt/support the practices that
enhance carbon sequestration.
d) Explore opportunities to connect New Mexico producers with pilot projects for voluntary
carbon offset markets. The partnership with B-Carbon Initiative is one promising
opportunity.
3. NMSLO Establish Range Stewardship Program
Action Items:
a) Develop incentives to use healthy soil practices including:
access to grants and funds

access to monitoring data and range condition trends
develop NMSLO statewide range condition and trend monitoring
system (remote+field)
participation in carbon or ecosystem services markets
b) Develop lease instruments, monitoring and verification protocols to facilitate creation of
Carbon credits and participation in C markets.
c) Develop partnerships with NGOs, and sister agencies, and critical communities, to align
and leverage outreach, funding sources, and to prioritize key landscapes for healthy soil
practices.
d) Increase NMSLO capacity to implement outreach, training and implementation of
monitoring and soil BMPs.
GOAL: Identify and implement strategies for the collection and use of C-sequestration
and emission data from natural and working lands to inform improved land management
practice outcomes and to contribute to the ability for NM landowners to contribute to
30x30 E.O. goals and participate in future carbon market opportunities.
1. Catalyze development of Gap Assessment Study – Possibility of The New Mexico
Climate Flux and Adaptation Network (NM-CFAN) Providing/Orchestrating this*
Action Items:
a) Improve data collection and dissemination (including M&E of existing or past projects
with NM agencies) – TNC/USCA NWLANDS Model; Drylands Resilience Group;
National Center on Carbon Management and Soil Health in Arid and Semi-Arid
Environments-NMSU; USDA-ARS Climate Hub; USGS South Central Climate
Adaptation Science Center
2. Develop Science Based Inventory Methods for Understanding how Land Produces and
Absorbs Carbon*
Action Items:
a) Initial identification/partnering phase with supporting agencies or universities to develop
inventory methods.
i. USCA Technical Assistance Grant through the United Nation Fund will
provide New Mexico the extra resources necessary to leverage and refine
existing science through a direct relationship with The University of New
Mexico, The University of Maryland and the NASA Carbon Monitoring
System. Dr. Hurtt and one of the postdoctoral associates in his lab group
will work closely with EMNRD to provide baseline forest carbon stocks
circa 2020, and historical annual estimates of forest carbon flux from New
Mexico’s policy baseline year.
ii. NMSU National Center on Carbon Management and Soil Health in Arid
and Semi-Arid Environments has begun efforts on statewide soil sampling
and BMP development to inform working lands carbon sequestration.

iii. B-Carbon Initiative at the Baker Institute (Rice University) is conducting a
pilot project in Eastern New Mexico to develop soil test protocol and
evaluate potential for soil carbon markets in arid/semi-arid rangelands.
State Land Office is partner on this project.
iv. Discussions have begun with the B-Carbon Initiative at the Baker Institute
to conduct a pilot study to test their forest inventory protocol to coincide
with the USCA Technical Assistance Grant that aims to certify empirically
measured increases in above-ground carbon stocks generated by improved
forest management projects for carbon credit trading.
b) Initial Inventory of historical and forecasted conditions along with any water/land use
management issues (see USCA Tech Assistance Grant above for forest inventory)
c) Develop statewide soil health baseline data, including measurement of carbon pools in
different vegetation communities, climate zones, and land uses. This baseline will be
used to estimate sequestration potential, assess needs, measure trends, and track progress.
d) Create a working lands data repository to manage baseline data and store future
monitoring data and research in single database.
3. Implement Inventory and Monitoring Methods using relevant indicators on Working
Lands in New Mexico*
Action Items:
a) Leverage technical support providers such as state university partners for data collection
and analysis. We have access to the New Mexico Elevation Gradient of Flux Towers.
NMSU has recently established National Center on Carbon Management and Soil Health
in Arid and Semi-Arid Environments.
b) Work with multiple partners, agencies, and landowners for in situ data collection to
develop baseline data and inform scenario-based modeling of sustainable management
practices.
c) Explore opportunities for data hosting.
d) Summarize lessons learned into best management practices for working lands and carbon
sequestration.
e) Monitor projects and practices for carbon sequestration and resilience indicators to
inform adaptive management.
4. Natural and Working Lands contribute to climate stabilization as defined in E.O. 2021052 "30x30 EO"*
Action Items:
a) Provide technical support to 30x30 Committee to define climate stabilization areas and
what “counts,” (in terms of “conserved lands” and in terms of legal protection) including
conservation easements and improved land management practices.

i.

In 2022 the 30 by 30 Committee is focused engaging in public outreach focusing
on discussing the 30 by 30 executive order. Outreach to Tribes and Pueblos began
in March 2022, including introductory letters sent to all sovereign nations in New
Mexico and followed by a series of three listening sessions in the last half of arch.
Following this, the Committee plans to host additional listening sessions and
workshops for the general public (virtual and in-person) through the summer. The
Committee is also designing Requests for Information (surveys) which will be
hosted the 30 by 30 webpage: https://www.emnrd.nm.gov/sfd/framework-for-auniquely-new-mexico-30-x-30/. Within this process, we plan to release draft
definitions for Conserved Lands and Climate Stabilization Area to encourage
deeper reflection on the challenges and importance of the definitions themselves
and to help the committee better understand the impact that final definitions will
have on all New Mexico Communities and the broad effort to establish a
“Uniquely New Mexico” 30 by 30 that focuses on the benefits of conservation.
b) Identify lands (forests, wetlands, range, agricultural) (and protectable ecosystem services
or attributes: important plant areas, wildlife corridors, critical water sources) to be
"counted" toward the 20% of New Mexico lands contribute to climate stabilization.
i.
Based on feedback from public outreach, the Committee will engage in technical
outreach to other committees and agencies (including NWL TAG) as well as
continued engagement with Tribes, Pueblos, and other stakeholders, with the goal
incorporating public feedback into final recommended definitions to the Governor
in the first Annual 30 by 30 Report in December 2022. The report will include a
description of how definitions may be applied, including baseline estimates for
progress toward 30 by 30 goals.
c) Develop long-term leasing instruments, conservation easements or land use planning that
could be used to conserve land.
d) Develop management practices that could be used to retain “natural” status of conserved
land.

*Indicates priority of the NWL CAT as communicated to the Governor’s Office

Transportation Sector Emission Reduction Goals
New Mexico Climate Change Task Force
Technical Advisory Group
Summary
The overarching goal for the Transportation Sector is to avoid and reduce transportation sourced
emissions. The production and processing of fossil fuels that power transportation contribute to the
formation of ground-level ozone, greenhouse gas emissions, fine particulate matter (PM2.5), and toxic
diesel particulate matter. The public health benefits of reducing criteria and toxic pollutants include
premature death in people with heart or lung disease, heart attacks, irregular heartbeat, aggravated asthma,
decreased lung function, increased respiratory symptoms, and inflammation of airways. Harmful air
pollutants often disproportionately impact overburdened communities who may live and work near
sources.
Highlights
The transportation sector represents the second-largest source of greenhouse gas (GHG)
emissions in New Mexico1 at about 14% (and 15.8 million metric tons of carbon dioxide
equivalent). 78% of the emissions in the sector come from light-duty cars and trucks.
Transitioning away from fossil fuels in the transportation sector has health and economic cobenefits.
To improve the tailpipe emissions of new cars delivered for sale in New Mexico, New Mexico
Environment Department (NMED) is proposing the adoption of Ca
for New Mexico. The Environmental Improvement Board has agreed to consider the proposed
Clean Car Rule, together with the Albuquerque Bernalillo County Air Quality Control Board on
May 4 and May 5, 2022. One part of the rule requires that approximately 8% of new vehicles
offered for sale in New Mexico are zero-emission vehicles, which have no tailpipe emissions.
When compared to gasoline- and diesel-powered vehicles, they are two to five times more
energy-efficient, reduce dependence on petroleum, and reduce GHG emissions substantially.
Energy Minerals and Natural Resources Department, Department of Transportation and New
Mexico Environment Department, and the Public Regulation Commission are working together to
develop an electric vehicle infrastructure plan.
Under the Transportation Electrification Plans (TEPs) filed with the Public Regulation
Commission,
three investor-owned utilities have committed to spend $14.6 M to
educate and incentivize their customers in decarbonizing transportation. Incentives include Level
2 and fast charging public infrastructure, home wiring rebates, low-income charging rates,
optimizing EV charging times, and fleet advisory services.
Recommendations
Goal 1: Achieve a 20% reduction in fuel carbon intensity (CI) by 2030 via a Clean Fuel Standard
(CFS).
Possible implementing actions:
a. Pass Clean Fuel Standard Act in the state legislature in 2023.
1

New Mexico Greenhouse Gas Emissions Inventory and Forecast
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b. Explore existing CFS rulemaking authority within the NM Air Quality Control Act.
c. Seek funding for 6 FTE team at NMED for rulemaking and implementation.
d. Complete CFS rulemaking by 2025.
e. Implement the CFS beginning in 2026.
Rationale: The single most impactful policy to reduce emissions from the transportation sector,
while creating over 1,600 jobs by 2030 and bringing $470M of investment to New Mexico. The
policy has the added benefit of requiring any electricity utility seeking credits to reinvest 50% of
its credit revenues in projects that benefit transportation electrification projects in
disproportionately impacted communities.
Caveats: The state legislature has considered a CFS in the 2021 and 2022 legislative sessions.
Recommended Resources:
Clean Fuel Standard Fact Sheet
Economic Benefits for New Mexico
Performance of the Low Carbon Fuel Standard in California
Questions for the TAG to consider:
1. What types of transportation electrification projects support disproportionately
impacted communities?
2. How can the investments created by a Clean Fuel standard be used to create wellpaid jobs in overburdened communities?
3. How can we effectively plan ahead to counteract misinformation regarding gas
prices?
Goal 2: Reduce light-duty vehicle miles (VMTs) traveled by 20% by 2030
Possible implementing actions:
a. NMDOT host bi-monthly VMT meetings to update the TCAT on DOT actions in this
area and how funds are being used to promote reductions in VMT.
b. Identify and compare policies and best practices that will support multi-modal
transit/VMT reduction.
c. Seek federal infrastructure funding for the expansion of transit and transit
electrification
d. Implement incentive programs to increase the use of multi-modal transportation in
NM
e. Use federal infrastructure funding to leverage multi-modal opportunities in local
projects (e.g. Complete Streets, Anaheim electric buses)
f. Adopt and implement education programs in NM to increase multi-modal
transportation use
g. Develop legislation to establish state planning programs and perhaps urban land-use
reform.
h. Establish the electric bicycle and electric moped rebate program and subaccount to
encourage the purchase and use of electric bicycles and electric mopeds
i. Adopt CO-like 2019 Transportation law requiring funding formula for multi-modal
in all projects
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Rationale: Changes in vehicle and fuel technologies will get the state a long way towards
us climate goals, but forecasts show that reductions in driving
will also be necessary. Reducing VMTs has many social, economic, and health co-benefits.
Caveats: Many policies will need to be coordinated with local governments with land use
jurisdiction.
Questions for the TAG to consider:
1. How can car-sharing, ride-sharing, electric bicycles, and electric mopeds increase
mobility in underserved communities while reducing VMTs?
2. How can we encourage walking/riding bikes for errands that are within a 3-mile radius?
3. How can we improve pedestrian safety and let the public know we are committed to their
safety?
4. How can we encourage increased public transit ridership and change driver behavior?
Goal 3: Reach 500,000 (~25% penetration) zero-emission light-duty vehicles on the road by 2030.
Possible implementing actions:
a. Use NME
existing authority in the NM Air Quality Control Act to pass by 2023
proposed additional clean car standards (Advanced Clean
Car II)
b. With State tax credit/refund or other funding, incentivize the purchase of new and
used alternative fuel vehicles, including EVs (e.g. SB21)
c. Create mandatory state executive branch fleet purchase requirements or GHG
emission limits (e.g. Colorado Executive Order Concerning the Greening of State
Government)
d. Launch a voluntary, lead-by-example Clean Car Challenge to spur governments,
businesses, and other entities to decarbonize their light-duty fleet.
e. Conduct outreach and education programs for alternative-fuel, light-duty vehicles
(EVs, fuel cells)
Rationale: This penetration rate is needed to achieve the necessary reductions in mobile sources
and will not be achieved even if all the proposed climate actions are implemented.
Caveats: Assumes that the Environmental Improvement Board will approve the currently
proposed Clean Car Rule (based on
Advanced Clean Cars Program)
Questions for the TAG to consider:
1. What role can stakeholders (non-state) play in reaching these goals?
2. How can we ensure that older gas-powered vehicles are actually removed from NM roads
and replaced by EVs (or alternative fuel like hydrogen) instead of simply adding to the
number of vehicles in the state?
Goal 4: Reach 15,000 (~25% penetration) zero-emission medium- and heavy-duty trucks and buses
on the road by 2030
Possible implementing actions:
a. Consider adopting California Advanced Clean Trucks (ACT) rule
b. Support federal Heavy Duty Engine and Vehicle Standards
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c. Design and execute a clean hydrogen pilot refueling transportation hub, in
partnership with the oil and gas industry
d. Establish a program to electrify school bus fleets
e. Conduct outreach, education programs, and pilot projects for electric, and fuel cell
(hydrogen) heavy-duty vehicles
f. Voluntary lead-by-example government and non-government fleet targets
Rationale: The regulation includes a manufacturer sales requirement and a reporting requirement
to accelerate a large-scale transition to zero-emission medium-and heavy-duty vehicles in Class
2b to Class 8 trucks.
Caveats: The ACT Rule did not pass in Oregon or Maine.
Questions for the TAG to consider: To accomplish this goal, what support is needed and how
might it be garnered?
Goal 5: Reach 2,000 DC Fast Charger (DCFC) stations statewide by 2030
Possible implementing actions:
a. Continue to engage with REV West to increase EV awareness and coordinate EV
charging station locations.
b. Develop a planning framework for tracking existing and siting new alternative fuel
infrastructure to effectively deploy $38M from Infrastructure Investment and Jobs
Act over the next five years, in accordance with USDOT requirements.
c. Coordinate with utilities to use TEP resources effectively.
d. Require new commercial and multifamily building codes to incorporate EV-ready
infrastructure
e. Work with utilities to establish EV-friendly and grid use optimizing charging rates.
Rationale: 2,000 DCFS is sufficient to create a state-wide network along interstates and
highways and allow access to all parts of the state.
Caveats: The $38 M from IIJA is insufficient to build the DCFC network in New Mexico
Recommended Resources: EV charging station maps through Alternative Fuels Data Center or
PlugShare
Questions for the TAG to consider: How can the DCFS network be created to also create
economic opportunities in underserved communities?
Goal 6: Replace or complement the gas tax with an alternative mechanism for funding road
maintenance and construction by 2026
Possible implementing actions:
a. Continue participation and membership in RUC West
b. Conduct a Road-Usage Charge (RUC) study and pilot project.
c. Pass legislation to replace the gas tax with a RUC
d. Implement a RUC system
Rationale: As electric vehicle adoption increases, revenues for transportation system
maintenance and operations decrease when reliant on state and federal gas taxes as a source.
Caveats: Public perceptions on how roads are paid for, and what they cost, may be difficult to
explain within the context of mileage-based fees.
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Questions for the TAG to consider: How can the TAG work with stakeholders to begin a public
education campaign on alternatives to the fuel tax as a source of funding the transportation
system?

Contact
For further information, contact Claudia Borchert at 505-699-8489 or claudia.borchert@state.nm.us or
Nedra Murphy at 505-231-3316 or nedra.murphy@state.nm.us.
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Carbon Pricing Goal
New Mexico Climate Change Task Force
Technical Advisory Group
Prepared by:
Patrick Cummins, Senior Policy Advisor
Center for the New Energy Economy at Colorado State University
The text and questions in bold below were taken from the TAG’s PowerPoint titled “Draft Goal Market
Mechanisms.” The responses below are offered for discussion with the group at the April 20 meeting.

Summary
The overarching goal is to adopt and implement a price on carbon by 2026. The goal represents a way to
establish enforceable limits on GHG emissions across all sectors of the economy while at the same time:
1) providing flexibility to achieve those reductions in the most cost effective manner possible; and 2)
creating a revenue stream the state can use to invest in the clean energy transition and to address
environmental and economic impacts on disproportionately impacted communities.
The Governor’s 2019-003 Executive Order directs staff to include market mechanisms to address
climate change. Through previous rulemaking, NM joined the Western Climate Initiative in 2010,
which did not include legislative action. Current statute limits the ability to auction allowances,
which is the typical mechanism for states to distribute allowances and generate revenue for
reinvestment.

Discussion Questions:
Which type of carbon pricing mechanism is appropriate for NM?
The primary carbon pricing mechanism that has been adopted to date by US states is cap-andinvest. This includes the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI) in the Northeast (11 states,
power sector only) and the Western Climate Initiative (WCI - California and Quebec, economy
wide). The State of Washington also has adopted an economy-wide cap-and-invest program that
starts next year. Washington has joined WCI, Inc. and is evaluating linkage with California and
Quebec.
In addition, the West Coast states have adopted a low-carbon fuel standard which is an approach
to regulating emissions and pricing carbon for the transportation sector.
There were two unsuccessful efforts to establish a carbon tax by ballot in the State of
Washington.
Which Western states are also interested?
Nevada is currently evaluating carbon pricing policies as part of their climate planning process.
Does NM currently have statutory authority to put a price on carbon?
This question is a matter of law. As a matter of policy, a clear legislative mandate, including
authority to auction allowances, is critical to the long-term success of an economy-wide, cap-andinvest program.

Milestone 1: Evaluate the appropriate carbon pricing mechanism and sectors for NM.
What is the economic impact?
Economic costs and benefits will have to be evaluated through well designed modeling studies based on
the carbon pricing scenarios New Mexico is interested in exploring.
What is the right carbon pricing mechanism for NM?
See above.
Who will join NM?
While NM has the option of adopting its own cap-and-invest program, linkage with other jurisdictions
may have both environmental and economic benefits for the state. The question can also be turned
around to ask, “With whom can NM join?” The most likely answer to that question is WCI (CA, QC, and
WA).

Milestone 2: Complete carbon pricing rulemaking by December 2024
Is legislative authority needed?
See above.
How long will this take?
If comprehensive authorizing legislation is passed in 2023, it is reasonable to assume the rulemaking
process can be completed by December 2024. This is similar to the timeframe the State of Washington is
operating under. States like Washington (and New Mexico) benefit greatly from the work that has been
done by RGGI and WCI over the past 15 years to design the policy and adopt the necessary statutes and
regulations to implement the program. This can reduce the time needed to adopt your state specific rules.
As a founding member of WCI from 2007-2010, NM was a significant contributor to the original program
design. As noted in the slides, some of the regulations to implement the program were adopted by NM in
2010. That experience may help shorten the time needed to stand up the program over the next few years.
How do you create a market to minimize market manipulation?
The implementing laws and regulations should include the necessary procedures and safeguards to
prevent (not minimize) market manipulation. This includes such features as allowance purchase limits
and allowance holding limits. Allowances would be held in a tracking system controlled by the state
where all transactions between covered sources and other market participants can be monitored to ensure
all applicable restrictions are enforced. Also, auction results would be reviewed by a market monitor
prior to finalizing the auction. These services (allowance tracking, auction services, and market
monitoring) are provided to the RGGI and WCI states by RGGI, Inc. and WCI, Inc., respectively.

Milestone 3: Implement carbon pricing program by 2026
Is this a realistic implementation schedule?
Yes, if comprehensive authorizing legislation is passed in 2023 or 2024.
Are these enough resources?
The staffing (FTE) and contracting (dollars) resources needed to implement the program should be
evaluated in consultation with other states that have such programs. Generally, the administrative costs
for the state are a small fraction of the total revenue the program will generate.
Who would manage the trading platform?
As described above, these services could be provided to NM by WCI, Inc. Otherwise, the state would
need to establish its own system which would be much more expensive and time consuming.

